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Preface 
 
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has been conducting a comprehensive evaluation of 
the Nation’s critical infrastructures for more than a decade.  Although this evaluation has focused 
primarily on national security concerns, these critical infrastructures are an integral component 
of the Nation’s economic activity and whose vulnerabilities have economic impacts that are 
important to understand.  As an outgrowth of their research, LANL has developed a model of the 
natural gas pipeline system and electric power grid for the Tampa Bay region that is resolved to a 
very detailed level of description.  Using this model to simulate outages of electric power and 
natural gas, LANL has commissioned the Center for Economic Development Research (CEDR) 
to estimate the economic impacts of these specified outages in the seven-county Tampa Bay 
region. 
 
The Center for Economic Development Research initiates and conducts innovative research on 
economic development.  The Center’s education programs are designed to cultivate excellence in 
regional development.  Our information system serves to enhance development efforts at the 
University of South Florida, its College of Business, and throughout the Tampa Bay region. 
 
Dr. Colie and Mr. Hughes, primary researchers on this project, gratefully acknowledge the 
contributions of all members of the CEDR research team: Nolan Kimball, information / 
publications coordinator; Alex McPherson, economist; Anand Shah, database administrator;  
Dodson Tong, data manager; and Eduardo Drewnick, graduate research assistant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Anderson, Dean, College of Business Administration (COBA), USF 
Dennis Colie, Director, Center for Economic Development Research (CEDR), COBA, USF 
 Economist and Principal Investigator 
Danny R. Hughes, Economist, Center for Economic Development Research (CEDR), COBA
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INTRODUCTION 
The protection of critical infrastructures is a problem of ever increasing importance.  In response 
to this growing problem, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has been conducting a 
comprehensive evaluation of the Nation’s critical infrastructures for more than a decade.  While 
LANL has primarily focused on national security concerns, these critical infrastructures are an 
integral component of the Nation’s economic activity and whose vulnerabilities have economic 
impacts that are important to understand.  Having developed a model of the natural gas pipeline 
system and electric power grid for the Tampa Bay region that is resolved to a very detailed level 
of description, LANL is able to simulate interruptions of electricity and natural gas due to 
unspecified infrastructure failure in the region.  In an effort to understand the economic impact in 
terms of the specific commercial and industrial mix in the outage areas, LANL commissioned 
the University of South Florida (USF) Center for Economic Development Research (CEDR) to 
estimate the economic impact of these simulated outages.   
 
Studies examining the cost of power interruptions date to the early 1970s, as researchers strove 
to determine the optimal level of power system reliability.  A review of this literature is found in 
Caves, Herriges, and Windle (1990).  In most studies, the value of additional system reliability, 
or the cost of power outages, is typically weighed against the cost of achieving this increased 
reliability to gauge optimal system performance.  While most of these studies indicate that 
current electric power systems are too reliable given the cost of increased reliability, the actual 
values estimated for the cost of power interruptions vary widely.  This variance in estimates is 
largely attributed to the differences in estimation procedure and the assumptions employed.  
However, without exception, previous studies have relied upon either gross aggregates, such as 
the gross product of an area divided by total electric consumption, to serve as an upper bound for 
economic loss or on surveys to ascertain the cost of power interruption. 
 
This study is unique in that we seek to directly estimate the economic impact of an interruption 
of electrical power or natural gas within specific outage areas.  Using geographic information 
system (GIS) software, we merge detailed establishment databases with outage areas generated 
by LANL’s simulation model to identify with great precision exactly which establishments are 
affected by a given outage.  Incorporating establishment data with a nationally recognized 
economic impact model, we are then able to estimate measures of impact that considers the 
specific industry mix and density within the outage area.  This approach provides a greater 
understanding of how hypothetical outages may impact specific areas than previous studies, 
which rely upon simple linear trends of aggregate or survey data. 
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METHOD 
The method employed to determine the economic impact of a business interruption due to an 
outage of electricity or natural gas is a multi-step procedure requiring the integration of several 
distinct processes.  First, simulated outages are generated using a variant of LANL’s Energy 
Interdependence Simulation (EISIMS) model (Unal et al. 2002) developed for the Tampa Bay 
region.  Geographical Information System (GIS) shape files are then created to delineate the 
areas affected by the outage.  The shape files and duration for each outage are then sent to CEDR 
to estimate the economic impact.  The method used to estimate the economic impact is outlined 
in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. CEDR Business Interruption Economic Impact Procedure 
 
 
As shown above, once CEDR has received simulated outage area shape files from LANL, the 
shape fields are integrated into the front-end database and direct economic impacts are 
determined.  Results from this process are then formatted for input into the REMITM Policy 
Insight model, which estimates the indirect economic impacts.  A final report is then compiled 
and returned to LANL.  Appendix B contains the individual reports from each simulated outage.  
Descriptions of each process and our measures of economic impact are detailed below. 
 
Tampa Bay GIS Overlays (Front-end Database) 
 
The foundation of our analysis is the creation of the front-end database, a geographical model of 
the seven county Tampa Bay region comprised of several linked geographical overlays and 
Outage area received 
from LANL 
Query front-end 
database and estimate 
direct impacts 
Reconfigure direct 
impacts for 
REMITM model  
REMITM Policy Insight 
model estimates total 
economic impact 
Results of outage 
returned to LANL 
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databases.  Using the Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) ArcView 3.2 GIS 
software, linked geographic overlays were created for the census tracts, counties, and zip codes 
in the Tampa Bay study area.  These overlays were integrated with comprehensive street maps of 
the region.  
 
Linking the Tampa Bay spatial overlays with comprehensive street maps allow for the geo-
coding of individual establishments by street address to the combined GIS project area.  The geo-
coding process is the identification and addition of point locations to an existing geographical 
overlay.  Typically, as in this case, the point locations are linked to databases that contain 
additional characteristic data that are associated with the point locations.   
 
Databases including street address, employment, and industry group as defined by the 3-digit 
Standard Industry Classification (SIC) code of all business and educational establishments in the 
Tampa Bay region were geo-coded to the project area to complete the front-end database.  A 
detailed description of the data sets used to create the front-end database and results of the geo-
coding process is included in the Data portion of this report.   
 
Measures of Economic Impact 
 
We examine the economic impact of an outage of electricity or natural gas through several direct 
and indirect impacts.  We define direct impacts as the number of establishments and employees 
immediately affected by the outage.  We also report other supplementary direct effects to include 
the number of educational institutions, along with their enrollment and employment, hospitals, 
and geographical divisions, such as counties, zip codes, and major cities, affected by the outage.  
Total impacts are defined as the value of lost production caused by the outage.  This lost 
production includes both the production of industries directly affected by the business 
interruption and the production lost indirectly through the “ripple effect” as the flow of goods 
and services is momentarily slowed down or halted through the economy.   The precise method 
used to estimate the direct and indirect impacts is described below. 
 
Number of Establishments and Employees 
 
ArcView shape files are received from LANL indicating a virtual outage area.  These shape files 
are used to query the front-end database to identify all business establishments present within the 
outage area.  This data is then aggregated according to industry group producing the number of 
business establishments and employees within each group.  The aggregated data is then 
converted from 3 digit-SIC codes into the 51 industry groups used by the REMITM Policy Insight 
model.  Appendix A contains the REMITM-SIC bridge developed for this conversion. 
 
Due to the confidential nature of some of the data underlying the front-end database, when fewer 
than four business establishments within a given industry group are present in a virtual outage 
area, the number of firms and employees are not disclosed.  These numbers are, however, 
included in our aggregation of the total economic impact. 
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Lost Production 
 
Production is measured as the sum of annual value added for each industry group uniformly 
scaled to the duration of the outage.  The value added is measured using a counterfactual 
approach in application of the REMITM Policy Insight model.  REMITM Policy Insight is a 
dynamic model that predicts how changes in an economy will occur on a year-by-year basis.  
The model is sensitive to a wide range of policy and project alternatives as well as interactions 
between regional economies and the national economy.  Given the relatively static nature of a 
short-duration business interruption analysis, the model has been specified according to the 
assumptions of a traditional Input-Output model.  A discussion of alternative REMITM Policy 
Insight specifications follows this section.   
 
A key assumption inherent within our measure of lost production is that all production lost due to 
a business interruption cannot be made up later during the business year.  While this assumption 
may be untenable for very short interruptions in the production process, the value of any 
recovered lost production still represents the opportunity cost of using additional resources to 
compensate for the interruption and thus a tangible economic loss. Additionally, because we 
measure lost production as a proportion of annual value added, we do not capture inventories lost 
during the outage, such as products requiring refrigeration, further production lost after the 
interruption that may occur while manufacturers set-up to restart production.  This imparts a 
downward bias in our estimate of indirect economic impact. 
 
In using the counterfactual approach, the affected employees in a virtual outage are removed 
from the baseline employment in the model.  Because the baseline employment in any given 
industry is derived from historical data and projections within the REMITM model, the baseline 
may be fundamentally different from the employment data included within the front-end 
database.  When outage simulations indicate that all employment for a given industry in the 
front-end database has been affected, the baseline employment is reduced to zero.  Additional 
adjustments to the baseline are made to avoid potential double counting that occurs when ripple 
effects simultaneously reduce employment in sectors that are catastrophically impacted by the 
outage.  This modification prevents reducing employment by more people than are actually 
employed in the affected sector. 
 
REMITM Policy Insight Model Specifications1 
 
In the model, businesses produce output to sell to other firms, consumers, investors, governments 
and purchasers outside the region.  The output is produced using labor, capital, fuel and 
intermediate inputs.  The demand for labor, capital and fuel per unit of output depends on their 
relative costs.  The supply of labor in the model depends on the number of people in the 
population and the proportion of those people who participate in the labor force.  
 
Supply and demand for labor in the model determine the wage rates. Wage rates, along with 
other prices and productivity, determine the cost of doing business for every industry in the 
                                                 
1 This discussion of the model specifications relies on Treyz, 1993. 
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model.  An increase in the cost of doing business causes either an increase in price or a cut in 
profits, depending on the market for the product.  An increase in cost decreases the share of the 
local and US market supplied by local firms.  
 
Incorporating a number of dynamic feedback loops, the model brings together the fundamental 
economic elements mentioned in the previous two paragraphs to determine a baseline forecast 
for each year.  In practice, the REMITM model is composed of five basic blocks that may be 
adjusted: 1) output, 2) labor and capital demand, 3) population and labor supply, 4) wages, 
prices, and profits, and 5) market shares. 
 
Five versions of the REMITM model can be implemented with each version corresponding to 
different assumptions about labor demand and supply. 
 
The basic REMITM model employs the five blocks mentioned above.  The general equilibrium 
demand for labor slopes downward and the general equilibrium supply of labor slopes upward.  
The wage responds to derived labor demand and there is an inverse relationship between the 
wage and market share.  Thus, as the demand for labor rises, the wage rises and market share 
falls.  Also, migration responds directly (positively) to a change in the wage, thereby increasing 
the labor supply. 
 
The Migration-only REMITM model suppresses the response of exports (regional share of 
interregional and international trade) and local demand (regional purchase coefficients) to a 
change in the wage or other production cost, as well as labor intensity responses to the wage.  
That is, the “market shares” block is disabled within the model.  The result is a vertical labor 
demand curve and an upward sloping labor supply curve.  The elimination of the negative effect 
of increased wages on exports and local demand (versus import competition) causes the output 
and employment multipliers to increase over the basic REMITM model. 
 
The Input-Output Model suppresses the labor intensity response to wage rates, market shares 
responses to regional competitiveness, and migration response to real after-tax wage rates and 
relative employment rates. That is, the “population and labor supply” block, the “wage, prices, 
and profits” block, and the “market shares” block are disabled within the model.  The result is a 
horizontal labor supply curve and a vertical labor demand curve.  Employment is a fixed 
proportion of output.  Labor is immobile, i.e. migration is not an alternative to unemployment.  
Conversely, an implied assumption is that there are unemployed workers in the region if the 
number of jobs is to increase.  The output and employment multipliers are expected to be larger 
than the basic REMITM model, but less than the Migration-only REMITM model.  This is the 
assumption of Type I (without household sector) and Type II (with household sector) I-O 
models. 
 
The Market-clearing-wage (sometimes called the calculated general equilibrium model) model 
fixes the labor supply by suppressing the migration response and calculating the wage at 
equilibrium (labor supply = labor demand) at full employment.  That is, the “population and 
labor supply” block is disabled.  The result is a vertical labor supply curve and a downward 
sloping labor demand curve. Market share elasticities and a Cobb-Douglas production function 
are used to determine the wage rate changes needed to equilibrate labor demand and supply.  
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This assumption implies that, for a positive employment shock, firms substitute between capital 
for labor, or leave the region.  The employment multiplier is zero, while the output multiplier is 
expected to be smaller than the other models. 
 
The perfectly mobile general equilibrium model specifies that migration is completely 
responsive to labor demand.  The wage remains unchanged because migration completely 
responds to a change in labor demand.  The result is a horizontal labor supply curve (but labor is 
mobile) and a downward sloping labor demand curve.  The “market shares” block and part of the 
“wages, prices, and profits” block are disabled.  The employment and output multipliers are 
expected to be larger than for the other model except the Migration-only REMITM model.  This is 
the labor market assumption of a Type III I-O model. 
  
For a short-duration business interruption analysis, the Input-Output Model assumptions (labor 
is immobile, the capital-to-labor ratio is fixed, market share is unaffected) seem to fit the 
simulation.  The REMITM alternative (to the basic REMITM) model specification for the I-O 
Model with household sector is called “Input-Output including Endogenous Consumption.”  The 
user’s guide description is “This alternative is similar to the Input-Output Processing Sector 
alternative, but the result also takes into account the changes in consumption arising from 
income changes associated with the inter-industry transactions.  This approximates a Type II 
multiplier.” 
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DATA 
This section describes the data sets used to create the front-end database for our analysis.  A 
discussion of the database utilized in our natural gas analysis is also included. 
 
Front-end Database 
EQUI Database 
 
The Enhanced Quarterly Unemployment Insurance (EQUI) database is the micro-level version of 
the State of Florida unemployment insurance data. This data set is a Bureau of Labor Statistics 
sponsored collection of job and wage data from all employers participating in Florida's 
unemployment insurance program. Because self-employed proprietors do not contribute to the 
unemployment insurance system, they are not counted in the data. Agricultural workers are often 
proprietors or family members of proprietors and, thus not included in the data. Hence, it is 
generally understood that the data covers non-farm civilian wage and salary employment only.  
This data set contains individual business addresses, number of employees, total wages, and 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code information for all non-farm employers in the 
region, allowing us to identify with reasonable precision all effected businesses and employees 
within an outage area. 
 
The Tampa Bay data sub-set used in this study was extracted from the 2001 fourth quarter 
Florida EQUI database according to county code, spanning Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, 
Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, and Sarasota counties, and subsequently geo-coded. Each data point 
represents a reporting establishment.  Geo-coding of the EQUI database produced the following 
results:  
 
       Establishments Employees 
Total EQUI data points for Tampa Bay region: 90,991   2,413,520 
EQUI data points successfully geo-coded:  69,058   1,824,010 
EQUI data points unsuccessfully geo-coded:  21,933 (31.8%)    589,510 (24.4%) 
 
The 21,933 (31.8% of 90,991 total data points) establishments that were unsuccessfully geo-
coded are uniformly those with omitted address fields.  The establishments that were 
unsuccessfully geo-coded employed 589,510 (24.4%) workers out of 2,413,520 employees 
reported in Tampa Bay.   While these omitted data points represent a significant portion of the 
sample we are fundamentally constrained by the quality of the underlying data.  Thus, our 
estimates of economic impact are downward biased.  The effect of these omitted data points is 
partially mitigated by the use of supplemental databases, which are discussed below.  Of the 
69,058 data points that were successfully geo-coded, 1,427 were geo-coded outside of the Tampa 
Bay study area.  An examination of these data points reveals that data collection error is the 
dominant factor in their placement.  Because these 1,427 data points represent less than 2% of 
the available data their omission should not significantly bias the results of our analysis.  
Additionally, the reported employment of some data points, such as those for public schools, are 
aggregated within the EQUI database at the physical location of their human resource 
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department.  To preserve the integrity of the raw data, we identify and address this deficiency 
after querying the outage area. 
 
Although the EQUI database is the most detailed data available, we supplement it with additional 
databases to address its deficiencies and ensure that the outage area does not exclude 
establishments of substantial employment or importance.  Use of these additional databases also 
allows for the reporting of a more precise characterization of the impact in a given outage area.  
We are constrained to using aggregate measures under the confidentiality rules of the State of 
Florida EQUI database. 
 
Book of Lists Database 
 
The Business Journal Serving Greater Tampa Bay annually publishes the “Book of Lists”, a 
collection of local business rankings.  The “Book of Lists” rankings cover eighty-seven different 
categories, including limited education and government data.  While the metrics used in the 
rankings differs for each category, most categories include the address and local employment 
data required for our analysis.  Creating several geo-coded databases from this data, we are able 
to cross-reference the EQUI data points in any given outage area to ensure that no major 
establishment has been missed.  Because the “2002 Book of Lists” was published at the end of 
the fourth quarter of 2001, this data is directly comparable to that used in the EQUI database.  
 
Tampa Bay School Database  
 
As mentioned in the discussion on the EQUI database, public school employment data are 
aggregated at the site of each school board’s respective human resource department.  To address 
this problem, we have created a database of schools and auxiliary facilities for the seven-county 
Tampa Bay region.  This database was compiled from a number of sources and includes 
employment and student enrollment for most facilities.  The Hillsborough County School Board, 
the largest district in the region, directly provided detailed disaggregate data for our database.  
 
TECO Peoples Gas Natural Gas Usage Database 
 
TECO Peoples Gas, a wholly owned subsidiary of TECO Energy, is the largest natural gas 
provider in the state of Florida serving over 266,000 customers statewide.  TECO Peoples Gas is 
also the largest provider in the Tampa Bay region serving approximately 75,400 customers and 
covering all of Hernando, Manatee, and Sarasota counties, as well as most of Hillsborough, 
Pasco and Pinellas counties and portions of Polk County.  The TECO Peoples Gas database 
covers approximately 75.37% of natural gas customers in Tampa Bay.  (Other natural gas 
providers and percent of Tampa Bay customer base are Central Florida Gas, Hillsborough and 
Polk counties, 9.14%; Clearwater Gas System, Pasco and Pinellas counties, 14.29%; and Ft. 
Meade Gas, Polk County, 1.20%.) 
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This database contains natural gas usage for TECO Peoples Gas’ commercial and industrial 
customers in the seven-county Tampa Bay service region. The data was received from TECO 
Peoples Gas’ billing department and covers all commercial and industrial usage from November 
2001 to October 2002.  For confidentiality, customer names, street addresses, and amount of bill 
were removed. 
 
The database includes the customer numbers, premise number for each location using natural 
gas, premise zip code, customer’s associated 4-digit SIC code, and total therms of natural gas 
consumed for all of TECO Peoples Gas’ industrial and commercial customers in the Tampa Bay 
region. 
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ELECTRIC POWER ANALYSIS 
Two simulated outages were performed for this analysis. Simulation One consists of seven 
geographically distinct hypothetical outages (outage areas OA1-OA7) and an additional outage 
that consolidates the previous areas (SANEW).  It is important to note that while the direct 
economic impacts due to a hypothetical outage in area SANEW is identical to the aggregate 
direct impacts of areas OA1-OA7, the indirect impacts are not.  This is due to differences in the 
“ripple” effect produced by each outage as business interruptions in one part of the economy 
impact business establishments not directly affected by the outage.   
 
Simulation Two considers the effects of a single hypothetical 24-hour outage of the Brookridge 
substation (BROOKRIDGE).  The economic impacts from Scenarios 1 and 2 are in Table 1 
below.  Lost output reported in Table 1 is measured by value added.  We define value added as 
the value of output minus the cost of intermediate inputs needed to produce the output. 
 
Table 1. Summary of Economic Impacts 
Area Total Impact Implied
  (sq. km) # Firms # Employees Lost Output ($M) Lost Output ($M) Multiplier
Simulation One
OA1 774.44 6,986 165,471 $14.78 $ 23.89 1.62
OA2 463.69 5,297 117,276 $19.24 $ 30.89 1.61
OA3 346.35 5,827 188,942 $34.83 $ 55.26 1.59
OA4 387.09 5,841 108,329 $16.85 $ 27.08 1.61
OA5 304.53 5,738 169,658 $22.37 $ 37.48 1.68
OA6 312.92 6,034 112,158 $15.51 $ 26.43 1.70
OA7 460.17 5,509 99,517 $18.84 $ 29.28 1.55
SANEW 3,049.18 41,232 961,351 $142.42 $ 233.97 1.64
Simulation Two
BROOKRIDGE 243.69 4,990 115,963 $17.27 $ 26.66 1.54
Outage Area Direct Impact
All simulations were for a 24-hour duration, which we interpreted as impacting one day’s output. 
 
Thematic maps delineating each outage area and estimates of the economic impacts at the 
industry level are included in the detailed outage reports found in Appendix B.  These reports 
also include supplemental direct measures such as educational facilities, major hospitals, and zip 
codes that are affected by the outage. 
 
A test simulation consisting of 10 distinct hypothetical outages was also performed.  Due to 
continued refinement of both the front-end database and the procedure for estimating economic 
impact during the test simulation, the estimates of economic impact produced in the test are not 
analytically reliable and are thus not included in this report. 
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NATURAL GAS ANALYSIS 
In the electric power analysis above, all establishments within the simulated outage areas are 
economically impacted by the interruption in service.  While this is a likely scenario from an 
interruption in electric power, barring the use of back-up power supplies, it is a less tenable 
assumption for an interruption of natural gas.  In an effort to identify exactly which 
establishments would be impacted by natural gas outages, we obtained a database of all natural 
gas users from TECO Peoples Gas, the largest natural gas provider in the Tampa Bay region.  
Details on this database are contained in the Data portion of this report. 
 
Due to consumer confidentiality concerns, TECO Peoples Gas could not provide the 
establishments’ addresses required for geo-coding.  Thus, we were unable to isolate individual 
establishments that may be affected by a natural gas outage.  However, we have examined this 
database for any trends or commonalties in support of our understanding of the effects of an 
interruption of natural gas.  To maintain comparability with our previous analysis we consider all 
establishments with actual usage in December 2001.  Table 2 below displays the distribution of 
establishments by natural gas usage. 
 
Table 2. Establishments by Natural Gas Usage (Dec 2001) 
Natural Gas Usage (therms) # Establishments % of Total
0 - 1,000 1831 24.75%
1,001 - 5,000 2306 31.17%
5,001 - 10,000 1417 19.15%
10,001 - 25,000 1196 16.16%
25,001 - 50,000 352 4.76%
50,001 - 100,000 142 1.92%
100,001 - 250,000 76 1.03%
250,001 - 500,000 42 0.57%
500,001 - 1,000,000 26 0.35%
> 1,000,000 11 0.15%
Total Establishments 7,399
Mean Usage (therms) 51,731.12
Median Usage (therms) 4,102
Minimum (therms) 0  (335 observations)
Maximum (therms) 166,355,354  
 
 
As indicated in Table 2, while establishments averaged 51,731 therms of natural gas in 
December 2001, this average is highly skewed by outliers in the sample. The typical 
establishment, which we define as those in the middle quartiles of gas usage, uses between 1,000 
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and 10,000 therms of natural gas.  The influence outliers exert on the sample is clear when one 
considers that the median gas usage for the entire sample is only 4,102 therms. 
 
The largest establishment in terms of natural gas usage is not surprisingly classified as a gas 
production and/or distribution establishment according to 4-digit SIC codes.  However, there is 
no clear trend between energy usage and establishment type as indicated in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Establishments Consuming 1,000,000+ therms of Natural Gas 
SIC 4 Usage Major Division SIC Short Title
2032 1,021,411 Manufacturing Preserved fruits and vegetables - canned specialties
2873 3,612,338 Manufacturing Agricultural chemicals - nitrogeneous chemicals
3411 1,386,047 Manufacturing Fabricated metal products - metal cans
3999 8,873,380 Manufacturing Misc. manufacturing industries: other non-classified
4925 45,621,010 Trans, Com, & Utilities Gas production and/or distribution
4925 166,355,354 Trans, Com, & Utilities Gas production and/or distribution
5084 46,673,452 Wholesale Trade Industrial machinary and equipment
8011 1,016,796 Services Health services: offices and clinics of medical doctors
8062 1,547,378 Services Health services: general medical & surgical hospitals
8211 2,365,497 Services Educational services: elementary and secondary schools
9511 1,557,765 Public Administration Air, water, and solid waste management
 
As expected, the variation in type of establishment increases greatly as we consider lower 
thresholds of natural gas usage.  Table 4 indicates the number of establishments and average 
natural gas usage in therms by 1-digit SIC code. 
 
Table 4. Average Usage in therms by SIC 
SIC Establishments Average Usage
* 629 6,701
0** 403 13,984
1 41 35,368
2 100 151,195
3 142 122,985
4 37 5,755,494
5 2,668 26,988
6 1,015 8,995
7 1,232 12,759
8 923 24,854
9 209 29,316
* denotes unclassified establishment
 **may include unclassified establishments  
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For a more complete analysis, Appendix C contains the number of establishments and average 
natural gas usage in therms by 4-digit SIC code.  
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E
M
I N
A
M
E
R
E
M
I D
E
T
A
IL
SIC
 
C
O
D
E
SIC
 N
A
M
E
SIC
 D
E
T
A
IL
 Logging C
am
ps &
 Logging C
ontractors
241—
Logging
 Saw
m
ills &
 Planning M
ills
242—
Saw
m
ills &
 Planning M
ills
 M
illw
ork &
 Structural W
ood M
em
bers, N
EC
243—
M
illw
ork, V
eneer, Plyw
ood, &
 Structural W
ood M
em
bers
 V
eneer &
 Plyw
ood
244—
W
ood C
ontainers
 W
ood C
ontainers &
 M
isc. W
ood Prod.
245—
W
ood B
uildings &
 M
obile H
om
es
 M
obile H
om
es
249—
M
isc. W
ood Prod.
 Prefabricated W
ood B
uildings
 H
ousehold Furniture
251—
H
ousehold Furniture
 Partitions &
 Fixtures
252—
O
ffice Furniture
 O
ffice &
 M
isc. Furniture &
 Fixtures
253—
Public B
uilding &
 R
elated Furniture
254—
Partitions, Shelving, Lockers, &
 O
ffice &
 Store Fixtures
259—
M
isc. Furniture &
 Fixtures
 G
lass &
 G
lass Products
321—
Flat G
lass
 C
em
ent, C
oncrete, G
ypsum
, &
 Plaster Products
322—
G
lass &
 G
lassw
are, Pressed or B
low
n
 Stone, C
lay, &
 M
isc. M
ineral Products
323—
G
lass Prod., M
ade of Purchased G
lass
324—
C
em
ent, H
ydraulic
325—
Structural C
lay Prod.
326—
Pottery &
 R
elated Prod.
327—
C
oncrete, G
ypsum
, &
 Plaster Prod.
328—
C
ut Stone &
 Stone Prod.
329—
A
brasive, A
sbestos, &
 M
isc. N
onm
etallic M
ineral Prod.
 B
last Furnaces &
 B
last Steel Prod.
331—
Steel W
orks, B
last Furnaces, &
 R
olling &
 Finishing M
ills
 Iron &
 Steel Foundries
332—
Iron &
 Steel Foundries
 Prim
ary N
onferrous M
etals
333—
Prim
ary Sm
elting &
 R
efining of N
onferrous M
etals
 M
isc. Prim
ary &
 Secondary M
etals
334—
Secondary Sm
elting &
 R
efining of N
onferrous M
etals
 N
onferrous R
olling &
 D
raw
ings
335—
R
olling, D
raw
ing, &
 Extruding of N
onferrous M
etals
 N
onferrous Foundries
336—
N
onferrous Foundries
339—
M
isc. Prim
ary M
etal Prod.
Prim
ary M
etal Industries
Stone, C
lay, G
lass, and 
C
oncrete Prod
Furniture &
 Fixtures
Furniture
253233
Prim
ary M
etals
Stone, C
lay, Etc.
234 1
Lum
ber
24
Lum
ber &
 W
ood Prod., 
except Furniture
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 M
etal C
ans &
 Shipping C
ontainers
341—
M
etal C
ans &
 Shipping C
ontainers
 C
utlery, H
and Tools, and H
ardw
are
342—
C
utlery, H
andtools, &
 G
eneral H
ardw
are
 Plum
bing &
 N
onelectric  H
eating Equip.
343—
H
eating Equip, Except Electric &
 W
arm
 A
ir; &
 Plum
bing Fixtures
 Fabricated Structural M
etal Prod.
344—
Fabricated Structural M
etal Prod.
 Screw
 M
achine Prod., B
olts, R
ivets, etc.
345—
Screw
 M
achine Prod., B
olts, N
uts, Screw
s, R
ivets, &
 W
ashers
 Forgings
346—
M
etal Forgings &
 Stam
pings
 A
utom
otive Stam
pings
347—
C
oating, Engraving, &
 A
llied svc.
 Stam
pings, Except A
uto
348—
O
rdnance &
 A
ccessories, Except V
ehicles &
 G
uided M
issiles
 M
etal C
oating, Engraving, and A
llied Svc.
349—
M
isc. Fabricated M
etal Prod.
 Sm
all A
rm
s &
 Sm
all A
rm
s A
m
m
unition
 A
m
m
unition &
 O
rdnance, Except Sm
all A
rm
s
 M
isc. Fabricated M
etal Prod.
 Engines &
 Turbines
351—
Engines &
 Turbines
 Farm
 &
 G
arden M
achinery
352—
Farm
 &
 G
arden M
achinery &
 Equip.
 C
onstruction M
achinery
353—
C
onstruction, M
ining, &
 M
aterials H
andling M
achinery &
 Equip.
 M
ining &
 O
il Field M
achinery
354—
M
etalw
orking M
achinery &
 Equip.
 M
aterials H
andling M
achinery and Equip.
355—
Special Industry M
achinery, Except M
etalw
orking M
achinery
 M
etal W
orking M
achinery
356—
G
eneral Industrial M
achinery &
 Equip.
 Special Industry M
achinery
357—
C
om
puter &
 O
ffice Equip.
 G
eneral Industrial M
achinery
358—
R
efrigeration &
 Service Industry M
achinery
 Electronic C
om
puting Equipm
ent
359—
M
isc. Industrial &
 C
om
m
ercial M
achinery &
 Equip.
 O
ffice &
 A
ccounting M
achines
 R
efrigeration &
 Service Industry M
achine
 Industrial M
achinery, N
EC
 Electric D
istributing Equip.
361—
Electrical Transm
ission &
 D
istribution Equip.
 Elect Industrial A
pparatus
362—
Electrical Industrial A
pparatus
 H
ousehold A
ppliances
363—
H
ousehold A
ppliances
 Electric Lighting &
 W
iring Equip.
364—
Electric Lighting &
 W
iring Equip.
 H
ousehold A
udio &
 V
ideo Equipm
ent
365—
H
ousehold A
udio &
 V
ideo Equip., &
 A
udio R
ecordings
 Telephone and Telegraph A
pparatus
366—
C
om
m
unications Equip.
 R
adio &
 TV
 C
om
m
unication Equip.
367—
Electronic C
om
ponents &
 A
ccessories
 Sem
iconductors &
 R
elated D
evices
369—
M
isc. Electrical M
achinery, Equip., &
 Supplies
 M
iscellaneous Electronic C
om
ponents
Fabricated M
etal 
Products, except 
m
achinery &
 
transportation equipm
ent
Electronic &
 other 
Electrical Equipm
ent &
 
C
om
ponents, except 
com
puter equipm
ent
Industrial &
 C
om
m
ercial 
M
achinary &
 C
om
puter 
M
achinery
343536
M
achines &
 
C
om
puters
Fabricated M
etals
Electrical Equipm
ent
67 5
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 Storage B
atteries &
 Engine Electrical Parts
 Electrical Equip &
 Supplies, N
EC
 M
otor V
ehicles &
 C
ar B
odies
371—
M
otor V
ehicles &
 M
otor V
ehicle Equip. (Parts and A
ccessories; Truck 
Trailers; M
otor H
om
es)
 M
otor V
ehicle Parts &
 A
ccess.
375—
M
otorcycles, B
icycles, &
 parts
 Truck &
 B
us B
odies, Trailers, and M
otor H
om
es
 A
ircraft
372—
A
ircraft &
 Parts (A
ircraft; A
ircraft engines &
 parts; A
ircraft parts &
 
aux. Equip, nec)
 A
ircraft &
 M
issile Engines
373—
Ship &
 B
oat B
uilding &
 R
epairing
 A
ircraft &
 M
issile Parts &
 Equip.
374—
R
ailroad Equip.
 G
uided M
issiles &
 Space V
ehicles
376—
G
uided M
issiles &
 Space V
ehicles &
 Parts
 Ship B
uilding &
 R
epairing
379—
M
isc. Transportation Equip.
 B
oat B
uilding &
 R
epairing
 R
ailroad Equipm
ent
 M
isc. Transportation Equip.
 Search &
 N
avigation Equip.
381—
Search D
etection, N
avigation, G
uidance, A
eronautical, &
 N
autical 
System
s, Instrum
ents, &
 Equip.
 M
easuring &
 C
ontrolling D
evices, W
atches
382—
Laboratory A
pparatus &
 A
nalytical, O
ptical, M
easuring, &
 C
ontrolling 
Instrum
ents.
 O
phthalm
ic Prod.
384—
Surgical, M
edical, &
 D
ental Instrum
ents &
 Supplies
 M
edical Instrum
ents &
 Supplies
385—
O
phthalm
ic G
oods
 X
-ray &
 O
ther Electrom
edical A
pparatus
386—
Photographic Equip. &
 Supplies
 Photographic Equip. &
 Supplies
387—
W
atches, C
locks, C
lockw
ork O
perated D
evices, &
 Parts.
 Jew
elry, Silverw
are, &
 Plated W
are
391—
Jew
elry, Silverw
are, &
 Plated W
are
 Toys &
 Sporting G
oods
393—
M
usical Instrum
ents
 M
anufactured Products, N
EC
394—
D
olls, Toys, G
am
es, &
 Sporting &
 A
thletic G
oods
395—
Pens, Pencils, &
 O
ther A
rtists’ M
aterials
396—
C
ostum
e Jew
elry, C
ostum
e N
ovelties, B
uttons, &
 M
isc. N
otions, Except 
Precious M
etal
399—
M
isc. M
anufacturing Industries
 M
eat Prod.
541—
G
rocery Stores
 D
airy Prod.
542—
M
eat &
 Fish (Seafood) M
arkets, Including Freezer Provisioners
 Preserved Fruits &
 V
egt.
543—
Fruit &
 V
egetable M
arkets
 G
rain M
ill Prod. &
 Fats, &
 O
ils
544—
C
andy, N
ut, &
 C
onfectionery Stores
 B
akery Prod.
545—
D
airy Products Stores
Transportation 
Equipm
ent
Transportation 
Equipm
ent
Food Stores
M
iscellaneous 
M
anufacturing 
Industries
M
easuring, A
nalyzing, 
&
 C
ontrolling 
Instrum
ents; 
Photographic, M
edical &
 
O
ptical G
oods; W
atches 
&
 C
locks
37383954 37
M
isc. M
anufacturing
Instrum
ents
R
est Transportation 
Equipm
ent
M
otor V
ehicles
1011 89
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 Sugar &
 C
onfectionery Prod.
546—
R
etail B
akeries
 A
lcoholic B
everages
549—
M
isc. Food Stores
 Soft D
rinks &
 Flavorings
 M
isc. Food &
 K
indred Prod.
201—
M
eat Prod.
202—
D
airy Prod.
203—
C
anned, Frozen, &
 Preserved Fruits, V
egetables, &
 Food Specialties
204—
G
rain M
ill Prod.
205—
B
akery Prod.
206—
Sugar &
 C
onfectionery Prod.
207—
Fats &
 O
ils
208—
B
everages
209—
M
isc. Food Preparations &
 K
indred Prod.
211—
C
igarettes
212—
C
igars
213—
C
hew
ing &
 Sm
oking Tobacco &
 Snuff
214—
Tobacco Stem
m
ing &
 R
edrying
 W
eaving, Finishing, Y
arn, &
 Thread M
ills
221—
B
roadw
oven Fabric M
ills, C
otton
 K
nitting M
ills
222—
B
roadw
oven Fabric M
ills, M
anm
ade Fiber &
 Silk
 Floor C
overing M
ills
223—
B
roadw
oven Fabric M
ills, W
ool (Including D
yeing &
 Finishing
 M
isc. Textile G
oods
224—
N
arrow
 Fabric &
 O
ther Sm
allw
ares M
ills: C
otton, W
ool, Silk, &
 
M
anm
ade Fiber
225—
K
nitting M
ills
226—
D
yeing &
 Finishing Textiles, Except W
ool Fabric &
 K
nit G
oods
227—
C
arpet and R
ugs
228—
Y
arn and Thread M
ills
229—
M
isc. Textile G
oods
 A
pparel
231—
M
en’s &
 B
oy’s Suits, C
oats, &
 O
vercoats
 M
isc. Fabricated Textile Products
232—
M
en’s &
 B
oy’s Furnishings, W
ork C
lothing, &
 A
llied G
arm
ents
233—
W
om
en’s, M
isses’, &
 Juniors’ O
uterw
ear
234—
W
om
en’s, M
isses’, C
hildren’s, &
 Infants’ U
ndergarm
ents
235—
H
ats, C
aps, &
 M
illinery
236—
G
irls’, C
hildren’s &
 Infants’ O
uterw
ear
Food and K
indred 
Products
A
pparal &
 other finished 
products m
ade from
 
fabrics and sim
ilar 
m
aterials
Textile M
ill Products
Tobacco Products
20212223
A
pparel
Textiles
Tobacco 
M
anufacturing
Food
1415 1213
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235—
H
ats, C
aps, &
 M
illinery
236—
G
irls’, C
hildren’s &
 Infants’ O
uterw
ear
237—
Fur G
oods
238—
M
isc. A
pparel &
 A
ccessories
239—
M
isc. Fabricated Textile Prod.
 Pulp, Paper, &
 Paperboard M
ills
261—
Pulp M
ills
 Paperboard C
ontainers &
 B
oxes
262—
Paper M
ills
 C
onverted Paper Prod Except C
ontainers
263—
Paperboard M
ills
265—
Paperboard C
ontainers &
 B
oxes
267—
C
onverted Paper &
 Paperboard Prod., Except C
ontainers &
 B
oxes
 N
ew
spaper
271—
N
ew
spapers: Publishing, or Publishing &
 Printing
 Periodicals
272—
Periodicals: Publishing, or Publishing &
 Printing
 B
ooks
273—
B
ooks
 M
iscellaneous Publishing
274—
M
isc. Publishing
 C
om
m
ercial Printing &
 B
usiness Form
s
275—
C
om
m
ercial Printing
 G
reeting C
ard Publishing
276—
M
anifold B
usiness Form
s
 B
lankbooks and B
ookbinding
277—
G
reeting C
ards
 Printing Trade Services
278—
B
lankbooks, Loose-leaf B
inders, &
 B
ookbinding, &
 R
elated W
ork
279—
Service Industries For The Printing Trade
 Industrial C
hem
icals
281—
Industrial Inorganic C
hem
icals
 Plastic M
aterials &
 Synthetics
282—
Plastics M
aterials &
 Synthetic R
esins, Synthetic R
ubber, C
ellulosic &
 
O
ther M
anm
ade Fibers, Except G
lass
 D
rugs
283—
D
rugs
 Soap, C
leaners, and Toilet G
oods
284—
Soap, D
etergents, &
 C
leaning Preparations; Perfum
es, C
osm
etics, &
 
O
ther Toilet Preparations
 Paints &
 A
llied Prod.
285—
Paints, V
arnishes, Lacquers, Enam
els, &
 A
llied Prod.
 A
gricultural C
hem
icals
286—
Industrial O
rganic C
hem
icals
 M
isc. C
hem
ical Prod.
287—
A
gricultural C
hem
icals
289—
M
isc. C
hem
ical Prod.
 Petroleum
 R
efining
291—
Petroleum
 R
efining
 M
isc. Petroleum
 &
 C
oal Prod.
295—
A
sphalt Paving &
 R
oofing M
aterials
299—
M
isc. Prod. of Petroleum
 &
 C
oal
Paper &
 A
llied Products
fabrics and sim
ilar 
m
aterials
Petroleum
 R
efining &
 
R
elated Industries
C
hem
ical &
 A
llied 
Products
Printing, Publishing, &
 
A
llied Industries
26272829 23
A
pparel
Petroleum
 Products
C
hem
icals
Printing
Paper
1819 151617
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 Tires &
 Inner Tubes
301—
Tires &
 Inner Tubes
 R
ubber Prod. &
 Plastic H
ose &
 Footw
ear
302—
R
ubber &
 Plastic Footw
ear
 M
isc. Plastics Prod.
305—
G
askets, Packing, &
 Sealing D
evices &
 R
ubber &
 Plastic H
ose &
 
B
elting
306—
Fabricated R
ubber Prod., nec
308—
M
isc. Plastic Prod.
 Footw
ear Except R
ubber &
 Plastic
311—
Leather Tanning &
 Finishing
 Luggage, H
andbags, &
 Leather Products
313—
B
oot &
 Shoe C
ut Stock &
 Findings
314—
Footw
ear, Except R
ubber
315—
Leather G
loves &
 M
ittens
316—
Luggage
317—
H
andbags &
 O
ther Personal Leather G
oods
319—
Leather G
oods, nec
 M
etal M
ining
101—
Iron O
res
 C
oal M
ining
102—
C
opper O
res
 C
rude Petroleum
, N
atural G
as, &
 G
as Liquids
103—
Lead &
 Zinc O
res
 O
il &
 G
as Field Services
104—
G
old &
 Silver O
res
 N
onm
etallic M
inerals, Except Fuels
106—
Ferroalloy O
res, Except V
anadium
108—
M
etal M
ining Svcs.
109—
M
isc. M
etal O
res
122—
B
itum
inous C
oal &
 Lignite M
ining
123—
A
nthracite M
ining
124—
C
oal M
ining Svcs.
131—
C
rude Petroleum
 and natural gas
132—
N
atural G
as Liquids
138—
O
il and G
as Field Svcs.
141—
D
im
ension Stone
142—
C
rushed &
 B
roken Stone, Including R
iprap
144—
Sand &
 G
ravel
145—
C
lay, C
eram
ic, &
 R
efractory M
inerals
147—
C
hem
ical &
 Fertilizer M
ineral M
ining
148—
N
onm
etallic M
inerals Services, Except Fuels
149—
M
isc. N
onm
etallic M
inerals, Except Fuels
R
ubber &
 m
isc. Plastic 
Products
O
il &
 G
as Extraction
C
oal M
ining
M
etal M
ining
Leather &
 Leather 
Products
M
ining &
 Q
uarrying of 
non-m
etallic M
inerals, 
except fules
1314 30311012
M
ining
Leather
R
ubber
22 2021
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 N
ew
 N
on-Farm
 H
ousing, Single U
nits
152—
G
eneral B
uilding C
onstractors—
R
esidential B
uildings
 N
ew
 N
on-Farm
 H
ousing, N
EC
153—
O
perative B
uilders
 N
on-Farm
 R
esidential A
lterations &
 A
dditions
154—
G
eneral B
uilding C
ontractors—
N
onresidential B
uildings
 N
ew
 Farm
 H
ousing, A
lterations, &
 A
dditions
 N
ew
 Industrial B
ldgs.
161—
H
ighw
ay &
 Street C
onstruction, Except Elevated H
ighw
ays
 N
ew
 O
ffice B
ldgs.
162—
H
eavy C
onstruction, Except H
ighw
ay &
 Street C
onstruction
 N
ew
 C
om
m
ercial B
ldgs. Except O
ffices
 N
ew
 Educational B
ldgs.
171—
Plum
bing, H
eating &
 A
ir-C
onditioning
 N
ew
 H
ospitals &
 Institutions
172—
Painting &
 Paper H
anging
 N
ew
 N
on-Farm
 B
ldgs, N
EC
173—
Electric W
ork
 N
ew
 C
om
m
unications Facilities
174—
M
asonry, Stonew
ork, Tile Setting, &
 Plastering
 N
ew
 Electric U
tility Facilities
175—
C
arpentry &
 Floor W
ork
 N
ew
 W
ater Supply &
 Sew
er Facilities
176—
R
oofing, Siding, &
 Sheet M
etal W
ork
 N
ew
 G
as U
tility &
 Pipeline Facilities
177—
C
oncrete W
ork
 N
ew
 R
oads
178—
W
ater W
ell D
rilling
 N
ew
 Local Transit Facilities
179—
M
isc. Special Trade C
ontractors
 N
ew
 C
onservation &
 D
evelopm
ent Facilities
 N
ew
 N
on-B
ldg. Facilities, N
EC
 M
aintenance &
 R
epair C
onstruction
24
R
ailroad
40
R
ailroad Transport
401—
R
ailroads, Line-H
aul O
perating
421—
Trucking &
 C
ourier Services, Except A
ir
422—
Public W
arehousing &
 Storage
423—
Term
inal &
 Joint Term
inal M
aintenance Facilities For M
otor Freight 
Transportation
411—
Local &
 Suburban Passenger Transportation
412—
Taxicabs
413—
Intercity &
 R
ural Transportation
414—
B
us C
harter Service
415—
School B
uses
417—
Term
inal &
 Service Facilities For M
otor V
ehicle Passenger 
Transportation
232526
Local &
 Interurban 
Transportation
Trucking
C
onstruction
1517 16
B
uilding C
onstruction: 
G
eneral C
ontractors &
 
O
perative B
uilders
H
eavy C
onstruction 
O
ther than B
uilding 
C
onstruction: 
C
ontractors 
C
onstruction: Special 
Trade C
ontractors
M
otor Freight 
Transportation &
 
W
arehousing
4241
Local &
 Suburban 
Transit &
 Interurban 
H
ighw
ay Passnger 
Transportation
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451—
A
ir Transportation., Scheduled, &
 A
ir C
ourier Services
452—
A
ir Transportation., N
onscheduled
458—
A
irports, Flying Fields, &
 A
irport Term
inal Services
 W
ater Transportation
441—
D
eep Sea Foreign Transportation O
f Freight
 Pipe Lines, Except N
atural G
as
442—
D
eep Sea D
om
estic Transportation O
f Freight
 A
rrangem
ent of Passenger Transp.
443—
Freight Transportation O
n The G
reat lakes—
St. Law
rence Seaw
ay
 M
isc. Trans. Svc.
444—
W
ater Transportation O
f freight, nec
448—
W
ater Transportation O
f Passengers
449—
Services Incidental To W
ater Transportation
46
Pipeline, except natural 
gas
461—
Pipelines, Except N
atural G
as
472—
A
rrangem
ent of Passenger Transform
ation
473—
A
rrangem
ent of Transportation O
f Freight &
 C
argo
474—
R
ental O
f R
ailroad C
ars
478—
M
iscellaneous Services Incidental To Transportation
 C
om
m
unications Except B
roadcasting
481—
Telephone C
om
m
unications
 R
adio &
 TV
 B
roadcasting
482—
Telegraph &
 O
ther M
essage C
om
m
unications
483—
R
adio &
 Television B
roadcasting Stations
484—
C
able &
 O
ther Pay Television Services
489—
C
om
m
unications Services, nec
 Electric U
tilities Including C
om
bined Svcs.
491—
Electric Services
 G
as U
tilities Including C
om
bined Svcs.
492—
G
as Prod. &
 D
istribution
 W
ater &
 Sanitation Including C
om
bined Svcs.
493—
C
om
bination Electric &
 G
as, &
 O
ther U
tility Services
494—
W
ater Supply
495—
Sanitary Services
496—
Steam
 &
 A
ir-C
onditioning Supply
497—
Irrigation System
s
601—
C
entral R
eserve D
epository Institutions
602—
C
om
m
ercial B
anks
603—
Savings Institutions
606—
C
redit U
nions
608—
Foreign B
anking &
 B
ranches &
 A
gencies O
f Foreign B
anks
609—
Functions R
elated To D
epository B
anking
2728293031
B
anking
Public U
tilities
C
om
m
unication
O
ther Transportation
A
ir Transportation
45
Transportation by air
W
ater Transportation
44
Transportation services
4748
C
om
m
unications
49
Electric, G
as, and 
sanitary Services
60
D
epository Institutions
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 Insurance C
arriers
631—
Life Insurance
 Insurance A
gents, B
rokers, and Svc.
632—
A
ccident &
 H
ealth Insurance &
 M
edical Service Plans
633—
Fire, M
arine, &
 C
asualty Insurance
635—
Surety Insurance
636—
Title Insurance
637—
Pension, H
ealth, &
 W
elfare Funds
639—
Insurance C
arriers, nec
64
Insurance A
gents, 
B
rokers, &
 Service
641—
Insurance A
gents, B
rokers, &
 Service
 N
ondepository; H
olding &
 Investm
ent O
ffices
611—
Federal &
 Federally-Sponsored C
redit A
gencies
 Security &
 C
om
m
odity B
rokers &
 Exchanges
614—
Personal C
redit Institutions
615—
B
usiness C
redit Institutions
616—
M
ortgage B
ankers &
 B
rokers
621—
Security B
rokers, D
ealers, &
 Flotation C
om
panies
622—
C
om
m
odity C
ontracts B
rokers &
 D
ealers
623—
Security &
 C
om
m
odity Exchanges
628—
Services A
llied W
ith The Exchange O
f Securities O
r C
om
m
odities
671—
H
olding O
ffices
672—
Investm
ent O
ffices
673—
Trusts
679—
M
isc. Investing
 R
eal Estate
651—
R
eal Estate O
perators (Except D
evelopers) &
 Lessors
653—
R
eal Estate A
gents &
 M
anagers
654—
Title A
bstract O
ffices
655—
Land Subdividers &
 D
evelopers
35
Eating &
 D
rinking
58
Eating &
 D
rinking 
Places
581—
Eating &
 D
rinking Places
521—
Lum
ber &
 O
ther B
uilding M
aterials D
ealers
523—
Paint, G
lass, &
 W
allpaper Stores
525—
H
ardw
are Stores
526—
R
etail N
urseries, Law
n &
 G
arden Supply Stores
65
R
eal Estate
52
B
uilding M
aterials, 
H
ardw
are, G
arden 
Supply, and M
obile 
H
om
e D
ealers
Security &
 C
om
m
odity 
B
rokers, D
ealers, 
Exchanges, &
 Services
6267
H
olding &
 other 
Investm
ent O
ffices
63
Insurance C
arriers
N
on-depository credit 
institutions
61
Insurance
C
redit &
 Finance
R
eal Estate
323334
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527—
M
obile H
om
e D
ealers
531—
D
epartm
ent Stores
533—
V
ariety Stores
539—
M
isc. G
eneral M
erchandise Stores
551—
M
otor V
ehicle D
ealers (N
ew
 &
 U
sed)
552—
M
otor V
ehicle D
ealers (U
sed O
nly)
553—
A
uto &
 H
om
e Supply Stores
554—
G
asoline Service Stations
555—
B
oat D
ealers
556—
R
ecreational V
ehicle D
ealers
557—
M
otorcycle D
ealers
559—
A
utom
otive D
ealers, nec
561—
M
en's &
 B
oys' C
lothing &
 A
ccessory Stores
562—
W
om
en's C
lothing Stores
563—
W
om
en's A
ccessory &
 Specialty Stores
564—
C
hildren's &
 Infants' W
ear Stores
565—
Fam
ily C
lothing Stores
566—
Shoe Stores
569—
M
isc. A
pparel &
 A
ccessory Stores
571—
H
om
e Furniture &
 Furnishings Stores
572—
H
ousehold A
ppliance Stores
573—
R
adio, Television, C
onsum
er Electronics, &
 M
usic Stores
591—
D
rug Stores &
 Proprietary Stores
592—
Liquor Stores
593—
U
sed M
erchandise Stores
594—
M
isc. Shopping G
oods Stores
596—
N
onstore R
etailers
598—
Fuel D
ealers
599—
R
etail Stores, nec
M
isc. R
etail
59
A
pparel &
 A
ccessory 
Stores
56
H
om
e Furniture, 
Furnishings, &
 
Equipm
ent Stores
57
G
eneral M
erchandise 
Stores
53
A
utom
otive D
ealers &
 
G
asoline Service 
Stations
55
R
est of R
etail Trade
36
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501—
M
otor V
ehicles &
 M
otor V
ehicles Parts &
 Supplies
502—
Furniture &
 H
om
efurnishings
503—
Lum
ber &
 O
ther C
onstruction M
aterials
504—
Professional &
 com
m
ercial Equipm
ent &
 Supplies
505—
M
etals &
 M
inerals, Except Petroleum
506—
Electrical G
oods
507—
H
ardw
are, &
 Plum
bing &
 H
eating Equipm
ent &
 Supplies
508—
M
achinery, Equipm
ent, &
 Supplies
509—
M
isc. D
urable G
oods
511—
Paper &
 Paper Products
512—
D
rugs, D
rug Proprietaries, &
 D
ruggists' Sundries
513—
A
pparel, Piece G
oods, &
 N
otions
514—
G
roceries &
 R
elated Prod.
515—
Farm
-Product R
aw
 M
aterials
516—
C
hem
icals &
 A
llied Prod.
517—
Petroleum
 &
 Petroleum
 Prod.
518—
B
eer, W
ine, &
 D
istilled A
lcoholic B
everages
519—
M
isc. N
ondurable G
oods
701—
H
otels &
 M
otels
702—
R
oom
ing &
 boarding H
ouses
703—
C
am
ps &
 R
ecreational V
ehicle Parks
704—
O
rganization H
otels &
 Lodging H
ouses, O
n M
em
bership B
asis
 Laundry, C
leaning, &
 shoe R
epair
721—
Laundry, C
leaning, &
 G
arm
ent Services
 Personal Services, N
EC
722—
Photographic Studios, Portrait
 B
eauty &
 B
arber Shops
723—
B
eauty Shops
 Funeral Service &
 C
rem
atories
724—
B
arber Shops
 Electrical R
epair Shops
725—
Shoe R
epair Shops &
 Shoeshine Parlors
 W
atch, C
lock, Jew
elry, &
 Furniture R
epair
726—
Funeral Service &
 C
rem
atories
 M
isc. R
epair Shops &
 R
elated Svc.
729—
M
isc. Personal Services
762—
Electrical R
epair Shops
763—
W
atch, C
lock, &
 Jew
elry R
epair
764—
R
eupholstery &
 Furniture R
epair
769—
M
isc. R
epair Shops &
 R
elated Services
373839
Personal Services &
 
R
epair
H
otels
W
holesale Trade
W
holesale: D
urable 
G
oods
50
W
holesale: N
ondurable 
G
oods
51
H
otels, R
oom
ing 
H
ouses, C
am
ps, &
 O
ther 
Lodging Places
70
Personal Services
72
M
iscellaneous R
epair 
Services
76
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40
Private H
ousehold
88
Private H
ouseholds
881—
Private H
ouseholds
 A
uto R
entals, W
ithout D
rivers
751—
A
utom
otive R
ental &
 Leasing, W
ithout D
rivers
 A
uto Parking, R
epair, &
 Svcs.
752—
A
utom
obile Parking
753—
A
utom
otive R
epair Shops
754—
A
utom
otive Services, Except R
epair
 A
dvertising 
731—
A
dvertising
 Services to D
w
ellings &
 other B
ldg.
732—
C
onsum
er C
redit R
eporting A
gencies, M
ercantile R
eporting A
gencies, 
&
 A
djustm
ent &
 C
ollection A
gencies
 Equip R
ental &
 Leasing
733—
M
ailing, R
eproduction, C
om
m
ercial A
rt &
 Photography, &
 
Stenographic Services
 Personnel Supply Svcs.
734—
Services To D
w
ellings &
 O
ther B
uildings
 C
om
puter &
 D
ata Processing Svcs.
735—
M
isc. Equipm
ent R
ental &
 Leasing
 D
etective &
 Protective Svcs.
736—
Personnel Supply Services
 Photocopying C
om
m
ercial A
rt, Photofinishing
737—
C
om
puter Program
m
ing, D
ata Processing, &
 O
ther C
om
puter R
elated 
Services
 B
usiness Services, N
EC
738—
M
isc. B
usiness Services
 Producers &
 Entertainers
791—
D
ance Studios, Schools, &
 H
alls
 B
ow
ling A
lleys &
 B
illiard Estab.
792—
Theatrical Producers (Except M
otion Picture), B
ands, O
rchestras, &
 
Entertainers
 C
om
m
ercial Sports
793—
B
ow
ling C
enters
 A
m
usem
ent &
 R
ecreation Services, N
EC
794—
C
om
m
ercial Sports
799—
M
isc. A
m
usem
ent &
 R
ecreation Services
 M
otion Pictures
781—
M
otion Picture Production &
 A
llied Services
 V
ideo Tape R
entals
782—
M
otion Picture D
istribution &
 A
llied Services
783—
M
otion Picture Theaters
784—
V
ideo Tape R
ental
 O
ffice of H
ealth Practitioners
801—
O
ffices &
 C
linics O
f D
octors O
f M
edicine
 N
ursing &
 Private C
are Facilities
802—
O
ffices &
 clinics O
f D
entists
 H
ospitals, Private
803—
O
ffices &
 C
linics O
f D
octors O
f O
steopathy
 O
utpatient Facilities &
 H
ealth Svcs. N
EC
804—
O
ffices &
 C
linics O
f O
ther H
ealth Practitioners
805—
N
ursing &
 Personal C
are Facilities
806—
H
ospitals
807—
M
edical &
 D
ental Laboratories
808—
H
om
e H
ealth C
are Services
809—
M
isc. H
ealth &
 A
llied Services, nec
H
ealth Services
80
A
m
usem
ent &
 
R
ecreation Services
79
M
otion Pictures
78
A
utom
otive R
epair, 
Services, and parking
75
B
usiness Services
73
M
isc. B
usiness 
Services
A
uto R
epair &
 Service
4142
A
m
usem
ent &
 
R
ecreation
M
otion Pictures
M
edical
45 4344
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 Legal Services
81
Legal Services
811—
Legal Services
 Engineering &
 A
rchitectural Svc.
 R
esearch &
 Testing Svc.
871—
Engineering, A
rchitectural, &
 Surveying Services
 M
anagem
ent &
 Public R
elations
872—
A
ccounting, A
uditing, &
 B
ookkeeping Services
 A
ccounting, A
uditing, &
 Svc. N
EC
873—
R
esearch, D
evelopm
ent, &
 Testing Services
874—
M
anagem
ent &
 Public R
elations Services
89
Services, N
ot Elsew
here 
C
lassified
899—
Services, nec
99
N
onclassifiable 
Establishm
ents
999—
N
onclassifiable Establishm
ents
 Elem
entary &
 Secondary Schools
821—
Elem
entary &
 Secondary Schools
 C
olleges &
 U
niversities
822—
C
olleges, U
niversities, Professional Schools, &
 Junior
 Libraries, V
ocational, &
 O
ther Schools
823—
Libraries
824—
V
ocational Schools
829—
Schools &
 Educational Services, nec
 Individual &
 M
isc. Social Svcs.
832—
Individual &
 Fam
ily Social Services
 Job Training &
 R
elated Services
833—
Job Training &
 V
ocational R
ehabilitation Services
 C
hild D
ay C
are Services
835—
C
hild D
ay C
are Services
 R
esidential C
are
836—
R
esidential C
are
 M
useum
s &
 N
oncom
m
erical O
rganizations
839—
Social Services, nec
 B
usiness &
 Professional A
ssociations
 Labor, C
ivic, and Social O
rganizations
841—
M
useum
s &
 A
rt G
alleries
 R
eligious O
rganizations
842—
A
rboreta &
 B
otanical O
r Zoological G
ardens
861—
B
usiness A
ssociations
862—
Professional M
em
bership O
rganizations
863—
Labor U
nions &
 Sim
ilar Labor O
rganizations
864—
C
ivic, Social, &
 Fraternal A
ssociations
865—
Political O
rganizations
866—
R
eligious O
rganizations
869—
M
em
bership O
rganizations, nec
M
useum
s, A
rt G
alleries, 
&
 B
otanical and 
Zoological G
ardens
84
M
em
bership 
O
rganizations
86
Educational Services
82
Social Services
83
Engineering, 
A
ccounting, R
esearch, 
M
anagem
ent, and 
R
elated Services
87
N
on-Profit 
O
rganizations
Education
M
isc. Professional 
Services
464748
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011—
C
ash G
rains
013—
Field C
rops, Except C
ash G
rains
016—
V
egetables &
 M
elons
017—
Fruits &
 Tree N
uts
018—
H
orticultural Specialties
019—
G
eneral Farm
s, Prim
arily C
rop
021—
Livestock, Except D
airy &
 Poultry
024—
D
airy Farm
s
025—
Poultry &
 Eggs
027—
A
nim
al Specialties
029—
G
eneral Farm
s, Prim
arily Livestock &
 A
nim
al Specialties
071—
Soil Preparation Services
072—
C
rop Services
074—
V
eterinary Services
075—
A
nim
al Services, Except V
eterinary
076—
Farm
 Labor &
 M
anagem
ent Services
078—
Landscape &
 H
orticultural Services
081—
Tim
ber Tracts
083—
Forest N
urseries &
 G
atherinig O
f Forest Prod.
085—
Forestry Services
091—
C
om
m
ercial Fishing
092—
Fish H
atcheries &
 Preserves
097—
H
unting &
 Trapping, &
 G
am
e Propagation
 Local G
overnm
ent Passenger Transit
911—
Executive O
ffices
 State &
 Local Electric U
tilities
912—
Legislative B
odies
 State &
 Local G
overnm
ent Enterprises, N
EC
913—
Executive &
 Legislative O
ffices C
om
bined
919—
G
eneral G
overnm
ent, nec
921—
C
ourts
922—
Public O
rder &
 Safety
Justice, Public O
rder, &
 
Safety
92
Fishing, H
unting, and 
Trapping
09
Executive, Legislative, 
&
 G
eneral G
overnm
ent, 
except Finance
91
A
gricultural Svcs.
07
Forestry
08
A
rgiculture Production: 
C
rops
01
A
griculture Production: 
Livestock/A
nim
al 
Specialties
02
4950
State and Local
A
griculture
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 U
.S. Postal Service
43
U
.S. Postal Service
431—
U
.S. Postal Svc.
 Federal Electric U
tilities
 Federal G
overnm
ent Enterprises, N
EC
93
Public Finance, 
Taxation, &
 M
onetary 
Policy
931—
Public Finance, Taxation, &
 M
onetary Policy
941—
A
dm
inistration O
f Educational Program
s
943—
A
dm
inistration O
f Public H
ealth Program
s
944—
A
dm
inistration O
f Social, H
um
an R
esource &
 Incom
e M
aintenance 
Program
s
945—
A
dm
inistrationj O
f V
eterans' A
ffairs, Except H
ealth &
 Insurance
951—
A
dm
inistration O
f Environm
ental Q
uality Program
s
953—
A
dm
inistration O
f H
ousing &
 U
rban D
evelopm
ent Program
s
961—
A
dm
inistration O
f G
eneral Econom
ic Program
s
962—
R
egulation &
 A
dm
inistration O
f Transportation
963—
R
egulation &
 A
dm
inistration O
f C
om
m
unications, Electric, G
as, &
 
O
ther U
tilities
964—
R
egulation O
f A
gricultural M
arketing &
 C
om
m
odities
965—
R
egulation, Licensing, &
 Inspection O
f M
isc. C
om
m
ercial Sections
966—
Space R
esearch &
 Technology
97
N
ational Security and 
international affairs
971—
N
ational Security
A
dm
inistration of 
Environm
ental Q
uality 
&
 H
ousing Program
s
95
A
dm
inistration of 
Econom
ic Program
s
96
A
dm
inistration of 
H
um
an R
esource 
Program
s
94
51
Federal C
ivilian
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Results of Test Outage OA1 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name: oa1.shp  Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  191,366.7 Area (Km): 774.436  
 
The outage area contains 37 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Oldsmar, Palmetto, Tampa, Wesley Chapel, and Zephyrhills  
 
Zip Codes: 33510 33511 33525 33540 33541 33543 33544 33547 33549 33556 33569
 33570 33572 33573 33576 33592 33594 33598 33602 33603 33606 33607
 33609 33610 33612 33613 33614 33615 33617 33619 33624 33625 33626
 33629 33634 33635 33647 33702 33716 33755 33756 33760 33762 33764
 33765 33767 33781 33782 34202 34205 34208 34209 34219 34221 34222
 34639 34653 34655 34677 34683 34684 34685 34689 34690 34691 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 6,986 establishments where 165,471 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 23.892 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -2.177
Non-Durbls Manuf -2.601
Mining -0.010
Construction -0.622
Trans.&Public Util. -1.723
Fin&Ins&Real Est -4.405
Retail Trade -2.869
Wholesale Trade -2.555
Services -6.273
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.178
Total - Private Non-farm -23.413
Government -0.480
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -23.892
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA1
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 5 establishments with 72 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The outage 
directly impacts these 6,986 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 14 155
Furniture 6 308
Stone, Clay, Etc. 18 546
Primary Metals 4 63
Fabricated Metals 31 1719
Machines & Computers 41 1137
Electrical Equipment 25 1452
Motor Vehicles 9 83
Rest Transportation Equipment 18 583
Instruments 14 2107
Misc. Manufacturing 7 247
Food 194 5657
Tobbaco manufacturing 0 0
Textiles nd nd
Apparel 17 153
Paper 7 684
Printing 58 1062
Chemicals 11 1030
Petroleum Products 0 0
Rubber 13 175
Leather nd nd
Mining nd nd
Construction 604 8455
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 103 3567
Local & Interurban Transportation 14 363
Air Transportation 14 471
Other Transportation 49 363
Communication 53 2558
Public Utilities 17 760
Banking 123 6715
Insurance 153 4309
Credit & Finance 127 11080
Real State 282 2488
Eating & Drinking 391 7695
Rest of Retail Trade 864 15563
Wholesale Trade 628 11864
Hotels 46 2802
Personal Services & Repair 242 1513
Private Household 65 104
Auto Repair & Service 144 1081
Misc. Business services 592 11153
Amusement & Recreation 107 1929
Motion Pictures 23 1332
Medical 622 31233
Misc. Professional Services 723 5026
Education 57 2517
Non-Profit Organizations 176 2494
Agriculture 213 6079
State and Local 56 4378
Federal Civilian 6 346
Subtotal: 6981 165399
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (3): 5 72
Total: 6986 165471  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.037
Furniture -0.040
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.077
Primary Metals -0.012
Fabricated Metals -0.275
Machin & Comput -0.454
Electric Equip -0.428
Motor Vehicles -0.006
Rest Trans Equip -0.204
Instruments -0.609
Misc. Manufact -0.034
Subtotal -2.178
Food -1.558
Tobacco Manuf 0.000
Textiles -0.012
Apparel -0.015
Paper -0.060
Printing -0.388
Chemicals -0.523
Petro Products -0.001
Rubber -0.044
Leather 0.000
Subtotal -2.601
Mining -0.010
Construction -0.622
Railroad -0.010
Trucking -0.523
Local&Interurban -0.038
Air Transportation -0.057
Other Transport -0.045
Communication -0.667
Public Utilities -0.385
Subtotal -1.724
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: oa1
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Banking -0.462
Insurance -0.562
Credit & Finance -1.808
Real Estate -1.574
Subtotal -4.406
Eating & Drinking -0.307
Rest of Retail -2.562
Subtotal -2.869
Wholesale Trade -2.555
Hotels -0.223
Pers Serv & Rep -0.224
Private Household -0.035
Auto Rep&Serv -0.284
Misc. Bus Serv -1.836
Amusem & Recr -0.212
Motion Pictures -0.080
Medical -1.869
Misc. Prof Serv -0.964
Education -0.143
Non-Profit Org -0.403
Subtotal -6.273
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.178
Total - Private Non-farm -23.414
Government -0.480
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -23.894  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Employment Enrollment 
Mann Middle Brandon 119 1101 
Yates Elementary Brandon 84 828 
Cypress Creek Elementary NE Ruskin 122 928 
King High School Tampa 218 2215 
Sickles High School Tampa 173 2166 
Tampa Bay Technical High School Tampa 129 1743 
Memorial Middle Tampa 125 1091 
Williams Middle Tampa 98 748 
Wilson Middle Tampa 63 628 
Citrus Park Elementary Tampa 83 897 
Graham Elementary Tampa 47 351 
Wimauma Elementary Wimauma 86 616 
Manatee Elementary Bradenton 69 478 
Blackburn Elementary Palmetto 88 795 
Palm View Elementary Palmetto 81 584 
Palmetto Elementary Palmetto 95 862 
Tillman Elementary Palmetto   
Lincoln Middle Palmetto 90 949 
Palmetto High Palmetto 120 1392 
Manatee School for Arts Palmetto   
Pine View Middle School Land O' Lakes 122 1430 
Denham Oaks Elementary School Lutz 101 1017 
Quail Hollow Elementary School Wesley Chapel 62 713 
Wesley Chapel Elementary School Wesley Chapel   
Thomas E. Weightman Middle School Wesley Chapel 116 1229 
Wesley Chapel High School Wesley Chapel 110 1379 
West Zephyrhills Elementary School Zephyrhills 92 921 
Woodland Elementary School Zephyrhills 109 997 
Raymond B. Stewart Middle School Zephyrhills 102 940 
Zephyrhills High School Zephyrhills 123 1310 
Curtis Fundamental Clearwater 29 435 
Kings Highway Elementary Clearwater 55 549 
North Ward Elementary Clearwater 31 287 
Sandy Lane Elementary Clearwater 79 837 
Skycrest Elementary Clearwater 82 872 
South Ward Elementary Clearwater 28 337 
Clearwater Intermediate Clearwater  270 
Kennedy Middle Clearwater 98 1171 
Clearwater High School Clearwater 136 2177 
Calvin Hunsinger School Clearwater  171 
Forest Lake Elementary Oldsmar 72 861 
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Oldsmar Elementary Oldsmar 67 715 
Cypress Woods Elementary Palm Harbor 74 762 
Highland Lakes Elementary Palm Harbor 64 669 
Lake St. George Elementary Palm Harbor 60 693 
Carwise Middle Palm Harbor 110  
Pinellas Central Elementary Pinellas Park 99 823 
Richard L. Sanders School Pinellas Park  196 
Sunset Hills Elementary Tarpon Spring 48 622 
Tarpon Springs Elementary Tarpon Spring 62 666 
Tarpon Springs Fundamentals Tarpon Spring 22 290 
East Lake High School Tarpon Spring 145 2157 
Tarpon Springs High School Tarpon Spring 130 1736 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
International Academy of Design and Technology (168/1359) and Saint Leo University 
(275/1849) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
Brandon Regional Hospital (1060), Helen Ellis Memorial Hospital (725), James A. Haley 
Veterans Hospital (2200), Manatee Memorial Hospital (1450), Memorial Hospital of Tampa 
(550), Morton Plant Hospital (2448), South Bay Hospital (329), and University Community 
Hospital (2592) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage OA2 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa2.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  114,579.9 Area (Km):  463.691 
 
The outage area contains 36 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Plant City, Saint Petersburg, and Tampa 
 
Zip Codes: 33511 33525 33527 33534 33540 33541 33565 33567 33569 33570 33572
 33573 33584 33592 33594 33602 33603 33604 33605 33606 33607 33609
 33610 33612 33613 33614 33617 33618 33619 33626 33629 33635 33707
 33710 33711 33713 33760 33761 33762 33764 33771 33773 33782 34677
 34683 34684 34685 34689 34695 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 5,297 establishments where 117,276 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 30.890 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -3.211
Non-Durbls Manuf -3.067
Mining -0.023
Construction -0.832
Trans.&Public Util. -3.077
Fin&Ins&Real Est -3.696
Retail Trade -3.844
Wholesale Trade -4.027
Services -8.538
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.224
Total - Private Non-farm -30.538
Government -0.352
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -30.890
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA2
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 8 establishments with 191 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The outage 
directly impacts these 5,297 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 19 1395
Furniture 9 305
Stone, Clay, Etc. 12 489
Primary Metals 7 436
Fabricated Metals 34 684
Machines & Computers 61 1384
Electrical Equipment 20 1363
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 15 618
Instruments 14 3147
Misc. Manufacturing 17 655
Food 126 2984
Tobbaco manufacturing 0 0
Textiles nd nd
Apparel 9 490
Paper 5 307
Printing 54 1357
Chemicals 12 1378
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 23 845
Leather nd nd
Mining nd nd
Construction 560 6675
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 71 449
Local & Interurban Transportation 5 168
Air Transportation 14 240
Other Transportation 42 561
Communication 34 3247
Public Utilities 7 484
Banking 51 1613
Insurance 95 719
Credit & Finance 93 888
Real State 217 1338
Eating & Drinking 263 6100
Rest of Retail Trade 558 12980
Wholesale Trade 468 9859
Hotels 34 1258
Personal Services & Repair 220 1575
Private Household 58 68
Auto Repair & Service 140 888
Misc. Business services 449 11210
Amusement & Recreation 79 4000
Motion Pictures 13 110
Medical 526 14316
Misc. Professional Services 462 8600
Education 42 1483
Non-Profit Organizations 163 3928
Agriculture 157 3579
State and Local 31 2912
Federal Civilian nd nd
Subtotal: 5289 117085
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (6): 8 191
Total: 5297 117276  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.244
Furniture -0.043
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.159
Primary Metals -0.098
Fabricated Metals -0.184
Machin & Comput -0.607
Electric Equip -0.579
Motor Vehicles -0.002
Rest Trans Equip -0.211
Instruments -0.993
Misc. Manufact -0.093
Subtotal -3.212
Food -1.151
Tobacco Manuf 0.000
Textiles -0.001
Apparel -0.069
Paper -0.137
Printing -0.550
Chemicals -0.911
Petro Products -0.052
Rubber -0.194
Leather -0.002
Subtotal -3.067
Mining -0.023
Construction -0.832
Railroad -0.022
Trucking -0.206
Local&Interurban -0.031
Air Transportation -0.098
Other Transport -0.099
Communication -1.864
Public Utilities -0.757
Subtotal -3.077
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA2
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Banking -0.724
Insurance -0.265
Credit & Finance -0.598
Real Estate -2.110
Subtotal -3.697
Eating & Drinking -0.426
Rest of Retail -3.418
Subtotal -3.845
Wholesale Trade -4.027
Hotels -0.137
Pers Serv & Rep -0.299
Private Household -0.041
Auto Rep&Serv -0.342
Misc. Bus Serv -2.477
Amusem & Recr -0.458
Motion Pictures -0.023
Medical -2.031
Misc. Prof Serv -2.009
Education -0.170
Non-Profit Org -0.550
Subtotal -8.537
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.224
Total - Private Non-farm -30.541
Government -0.352
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -30.893  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Employment Enrollment 
Apollo Beach Elementary Apollo Beach 77 732 
Kingswood Elementary Brandon 64 748 
Dover Elementary Dover 142 856 
East Bay High School Gibsonton 200 2114 
Eisenhower Middle Gibsonton 175 1597 
Cork Elementary Plant City 81 801 
Walden Lake Elementary Plant City 78 987 
Riverview Elementary Riverview 68 753 
Symmes Elementary Riverview 69 1117 
Armwood High School Seffner 168 1740 
Chamberlain High School Tampa 206 2252 
Van Buren Middle Tampa 97 878 
Cahoon Elementary Tampa 70 665 
Carrollwood Elementary Tampa 77 768 
Grady Elementary Tampa 76 475 
Lake Magdalene Elementary Tampa 86 956 
Mendenhall Elementary Tampa 87 725 
Mitchell Elementary Tampa 56 510 
Shaw Elementary Tampa 99 840 
Sulphur Springs Elementary Tampa 109 954 
Twin Lakes Elementary Tampa 94 955 
West Tampa Elementary Tampa 93 708 
Frontier Elementary Clearwater 80 802 
High Point Elementary Clearwater 52 641 
Pinellas Technical Education Center Clearwater   
Boca Ciega High School Gulfport 151 2065 
Hamilton Disston School Gulfport  166 
Curlew Creek Elementary Palm Harbor 69 747 
Palm Harbor University High Palm Harbor 161 2321 
Fairmount Park Elementary St. Petersburg 65 416 
Mount Vernon Elementary St. Petersburg 62 474 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
Stetson University College of Law (149/656) and Tampa Technical Institute (224/1450) 
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Hospitals (employment): 
 
East Pasco Medical Center (485), Kindred Hospital – Central Tampa (255), and St. Joseph’s 
Hospital (3102) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage OA3 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa3.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  85,583.24 Area (Km):  346.346 
 
 
The outage area contains 29 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Largo, Saint Petersburg, Tampa, and Temple Terrace 
 
Zip Codes: 33510 33549 33556 33584 33592 33602 33605 33606 33607 33609 33610
 33611 33612 33613 33617 33618 33619 33624 33629 33637 33647 33702
 33703 33704 33714 33716 33756 33759 33762 33764 33765 33770 33771
 33773 33777 33781 33782 34639 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 5,827 establishments where 188,942 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 55.261 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -4.159
Non-Durbls Manuf -4.732
Mining -0.064
Construction -0.945
Trans.&Public Util. -11.595
Fin&Ins&Real Est -8.677
Retail Trade -7.035
Wholesale Trade -4.052
Services -13.290
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.190
Total - Private Non-farm -54.739
Government -0.522
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -55.261
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA3
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 11 establishments with 1,406 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The 
outage directly impacts these 5,827 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 5 79
Furniture 5 93
Stone, Clay, Etc. 7 791
Primary Metals 4 197
Fabricated Metals 20 1021
Machines & Computers 34 653
Electrical Equipment 25 4052
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 5 762
Instruments 14 3846
Misc. Manufacturing 5 243
Food 102 4555
Tobbaco manufacturing nd nd
Textiles nd nd
Apparel 6 66
Paper nd nd
Printing 50 2640
Chemicals 4 19
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 5 220
Leather 0 0
Mining nd nd
Construction 441 6961
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 49 602
Local & Interurban Transportation 9 217
Air Transportation 10 658
Other Transportation 39 931
Communication 70 14354
Public Utilities 7 4610
Banking 88 1420
Insurance 257 9372
Credit & Finance 185 7470
Real State 258 2604
Eating & Drinking 275 12448
Rest of Retail Trade 485 25583
Wholesale Trade 455 7797
Hotels 35 2679
Personal Services & Repair 175 1371
Private Household 82 99
Auto Repair & Service 110 1093
Misc. Business services 663 17545
Amusement & Recreation 74 1861
Motion Pictures 25 418
Medical 464 18007
Misc. Professional Services 857 11545
Education 58 4079
Non-Profit Organizations 189 9235
Agriculture 118 1041
State and Local 39 3986
Federal Civilian 8 313
Subtotal: 5816 187536
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (6): 11 1406
Total: 5827 188942  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.048
Furniture -0.018
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.234
Primary Metals -0.049
Fabricated Metals -0.277
Machin & Comput -0.313
Electric Equip -1.663
Motor Vehicles -0.004
Rest Trans Equip -0.272
Instruments -1.238
Misc. Manufact -0.042
Subtotal -4.158
Food -1.809
Tobacco Manuf -1.635
Textiles -0.001
Apparel -0.024
Paper -0.058
Printing -1.009
Chemicals -0.119
Petro Products -0.002
Rubber -0.075
Leather -0.001
Subtotal -4.732
Mining -0.064
Construction -0.945
Railroad -0.044
Trucking -0.268
Local&Interurban -0.044
Air Transportation -0.228
Other Transport -0.167
Communication -6.865
Public Utilities -3.976
Subtotal -11.593
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA3
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Banking -1.058
Insurance -1.390
Credit & Finance -2.186
Real Estate -4.042
Subtotal -8.677
Eating & Drinking -0.804
Rest of Retail -6.232
Subtotal -7.036
Wholesale Trade -4.052
Hotels -0.282
Pers Serv & Rep -0.431
Private Household -0.068
Auto Rep&Serv -0.530
Misc. Bus Serv -4.209
Amusem & Recr -0.367
Motion Pictures -0.057
Medical -2.637
Misc. Prof Serv -3.239
Education -0.376
Non-Profit Org -1.094
Subtotal -13.290
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.190
Total - Private Non-farm -54.737
Government -0.522
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -55.259
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Employment Enrollment 
McKitrick Elementary Lutz 68 782 
Schwarzkopf Elementary Lutz 61 777 
Burnett Middle Seffner 125 1354 
Mango Elementary Seffner 76 847 
Blake High School Tampa 200 1715 
Gaither High School Tampa 205 2819 
Jefferson High School Tampa 123 1614 
Plant City High School Tampa 160 2398 
Coleman Middle Tampa 91 921 
Roland Park Elementary, Middle School Tampa 103 918 
Washington, BT Middle Tampa 66 633 
Claywell Elementary Tampa 98 1056 
Gorrie Elementary Tampa 51 523 
Lee Elementary Tampa 58 475 
Mabry Elementary Tampa 61 723 
Pizzo Elementary Tampa 102 841 
Roland Park Elementary, Middle Tampa 103  
Tampa Downtown Partnership Elementary Tampa 15 176 
Brewster Technical/Adult TCA Tampa 70  
Greco Middle Temple Terrace 120 1360 
Lewis Elementary Temple Terrace 70 834 
Lake Myrtle Elementary School Land O' Lakes 105 1045 
Sanders Memorial Elementary School Land O' Lakes 77 749 
Land O'Lakes High School Land O' Lakes 163 1816 
Belleair Elementary Clearwater 51 420 
Plumb Elementary Clearwater 82 807 
Ponce de Leon Elementary Clearwater 74 624 
Fitzgerald Middle Largo 108 1215 
Pinellas Park High School Largo 183 2272 
Cross Bayou Elementary Pinellas Park 96 660 
Skyview Elementary Pinellas Park 75 708 
North Shore Elementary St. Petersburg 56 579 
Rio Vista Elementary St. Petersburg 64 591 
Sawgrass Lake Elementary St. Petersburg 79 925 
Shore Acres Elementary St. Petersburg 73 694 
Meadowlawn Middle St. Petersburg 97 1237 
Riviera Middle St. Petersburg 92 1248 
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Northeast High School St. Petersburg 149 2029 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
National-Louis University (28/600), Nova Southeastern University (75/820), University of 
Phoenix (41/1332), and University of Tampa (335/2921) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
none 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage OA4 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa4.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  95,651.27 Area (Km): 387.093  
 
The outage area contains 31 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: New Port Richey, Largo, Saint Petersburg, Tampa, and Tarpon Spring 
 
Zip Codes: 33534 33547 33549 33556 33569 33598 33605 33607 33610 33611 33614
 33615 33616 33617 33619 33621 33624 33625 33626 33634 33637 33701
 33702 33704 33705 33712 33713 33714 33756 33759 33761 33763 33764
 33765 33770 33771 33774 33778 33781 34652 34653 34655 34668 34683
 34689 34690 34691 34698 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 5,841 establishments where 108,329 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 27.076 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -1.111
Non-Durbls Manuf -3.211
Mining -0.041
Construction -0.804
Trans.&Public Util. -2.080
Fin&Ins&Real Est -4.379
Retail Trade -3.302
Wholesale Trade -3.702
Services -7.215
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.135
Total - Private Non-farm -25.980
Government -1.096
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -27.076
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA4
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 4 establishments with 122 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The outage 
directly impacts these 5,841 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 16 352
Furniture 12 27
Stone, Clay, Etc. 11 260
Primary Metals 4 93
Fabricated Metals 27 513
Machines & Computers 37 569
Electrical Equipment 17 578
Motor Vehicles 0 0
Rest Transportation Equipment 11 75
Instruments 19 555
Misc. Manufacturing 14 119
Food 135 3476
Tobbaco manufacturing nd nd
Textiles nd nd
Apparel 13 326
Paper 5 268
Printing 57 3896
Chemicals 24 938
Petroleum Products 5 110
Rubber 10 224
Leather 0 0
Mining nd nd
Construction 553 6435
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 87 1638
Local & Interurban Transportation 6 158
Air Transportation 8 53
Other Transportation 58 462
Communication 43 1090
Public Utilities 17 279
Banking 79 2248
Insurance 128 5077
Credit & Finance 121 2504
Real State 266 1386
Eating & Drinking 282 5136
Rest of Retail Trade 657 10562
Wholesale Trade 546 9227
Hotels 43 1915
Personal Services & Repair 205 2419
Private Household 62 117
Auto Repair & Service 213 2531
Misc. Business services 459 9373
Amusement & Recreation 65 1403
Motion Pictures 19 156
Medical 491 12105
Misc. Professional Services 602 4558
Education 33 500
Non-Profit Organizations 191 3717
Agriculture 132 1302
State and Local 49 8743
Federal Civilian 5 734
Subtotal: 5837 108207
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (3): 4 122
Total: 5841 108329  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.082
Furniture -0.007
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.100
Primary Metals -0.024
Fabricated Metals -0.149
Machin & Comput -0.260
Electric Equip -0.248
Motor Vehicles -0.001
Rest Trans Equip -0.027
Instruments -0.195
Misc. Manufact -0.020
Subtotal -1.111
Food -1.339
Tobacco Manuf -0.003
Textiles -0.003
Apparel -0.048
Paper -0.128
Printing -0.969
Chemicals -0.620
Petro Products -0.038
Rubber -0.064
Leather 0.000
Subtotal -3.212
Mining -0.041
Construction -0.804
Railroad -0.018
Trucking -0.380
Local&Interurban -0.028
Air Transportation -0.065
Other Transport -0.083
Communication -0.945
Public Utilities -0.561
Subtotal -2.080
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA4
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Banking -0.784
Insurance -0.742
Credit & Finance -0.908
Real Estate -1.946
Subtotal -4.380
Eating & Drinking -0.373
Rest of Retail -2.929
Subtotal -3.301
Wholesale Trade -3.702
Hotels -0.188
Pers Serv & Rep -0.329
Private Household -0.039
Auto Rep&Serv -0.581
Misc. Bus Serv -2.138
Amusem & Recr -0.220
Motion Pictures -0.022
Medical -1.694
Misc. Prof Serv -1.394
Education -0.106
Non-Profit Org -0.505
Subtotal -7.216
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.135
Total - Private Non-farm -25.983
Government -1.096
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -27.079  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Gibsonton Elementary Gibsonton 442 94 
Tinker Elementary MacDill AFB 579 56 
Walker  Middle Odessa 1612 95 
Riverview-High School Riverview 2781 216 
Rodgers Middle Riverview 1480 126 
Ippolito Elementary Riverview  60 
Summerfield Elementary Riverview 1077 104 
Bing Elementary South Tampa 842 90 
Farnell Middle Tampa  74 
Pierce Middle Tampa 1105 115 
Progress Village Middle Tampa 752 86 
Webb Middle Tampa 950 96 
Alexander Elementary Tampa 757 87 
Ballast Point Elementary Tampa 452 51 
Bryant Elementary Tampa  62 
DeSoto Elementary Tampa 346 45 
Kenly Elementary Tampa 643 68 
Northwest Elementary Tampa 826 66 
Town & Country Elementary Tampa 541 72 
West Shore Elementary Tampa 429 54 
Gary Adult High School TCA Tampa  31 
Temple Terrace Elementary Temple Terrace 791 79 
Gulfside Elementary School Holiday 513 62 
Cotee River Elementary School New Port Richey 826 106 
Deer Park Elementary School New Port Richey 910 96 
James M. Marlowe Elementary School New Port Richey 736 70 
Gulf Middle School New Port Richey 1006 93 
Gulf High School New Port Richey 1408 141 
Harry Schwettman Education Center New Port Richey 185  
McMullen Booth Elementary Clearwater 675 81 
Largo Central Elementary Largo 374 42 
Mildred Helms Elementary Largo 649 59 
Largo Middle Largo 1516  
Largo High School Largo 1964 147 
John M. Sexton Elementary St. Petersburg 906 105 
Lealman Ave. Elementary St. Petersburg 649 70 
Lynch Elementary St. Petersburg 730 84 
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Woodlawn Elementary St. Petersburg 713 79 
John Hopkins Middle St. Petersburg 1513 133 
North Ward Secondary School St. Petersburg 90  
Northeast Community St. Petersburg   
Tomlinson Adult Learning Center St. Petersburg   
Brooker Creek Elementary Tarpon Spring 870 65 
Tarpon Springs Middle Tarpon Spring 1625 106 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
none 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
Community Hospital New Port Richey (1000), Edward White Hospital (350), Largo Medical 
Center (619), North Bay Hospital (461), and St. Anthony’s Hospital (1000) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
MacDill Air Force Base: Retail business establishments, such as gas stations, located on the base 
are included in the analysis but we do not account for military activities that may be affected. 
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Results of Test Outage OA5 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa5.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  75,250.67 Area (Km):  304.53 
 
The outage area contains 33 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Dunedin, New Port Richey, Saint Petersburg, Seminole, and Tampa 
 
Zip Codes: 33510 33511 33527 33541 33543 33549 33584 33592 33594 33602 33604
 33605 33606 33607 33609 33611 33612 33613 33614 33615 33616 33617
 33620 33624 33625 33634 33637 33647 33707 33708 33709 33710 33713
 33714 33755 33761 33763 33765 33772 33773 33774 33776 33777 33778
 33785 34652 34653 34655 34683 34690 34691 34698 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 5,738 establishments where 169,658 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 37.482 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -1.266
Non-Durbls Manuf -3.652
Mining -0.014
Construction -0.773
Trans.&Public Util. -3.667
Fin&Ins&Real Est -7.048
Retail Trade -6.431
Wholesale Trade -2.506
Services -11.175
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.159
Total - Private Non-farm -36.691
Government -0.791
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -37.482
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA5
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 5 establishments with 140 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The outage 
directly impacts these 5,738 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 7 105
Furniture 4 5
Stone, Clay, Etc. 10 215
Primary Metals nd nd
Fabricated Metals 19 700
Machines & Computers 17 377
Electrical Equipment 12 1233
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 7 221
Instruments 5 219
Misc. Manufacturing 14 184
Food 156 4927
Tobbaco manufacturing 0 0
Textiles 0 0
Apparel 10 771
Paper 4 69
Printing 50 5271
Chemicals 7 92
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 5 75
Leather 0 0
Mining 0 0
Construction 488 5534
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 58 271
Local & Interurban Transportation 8 53
Air Transportation 23 3191
Other Transportation 52 1362
Communication 62 3044
Public Utilities 5 81
Banking 88 3386
Insurance 165 5389
Credit & Finance 171 2821
Real State 268 3045
Eating & Drinking 375 21942
Rest of Retail Trade 712 24230
Wholesale Trade 375 3762
Hotels 38 1687
Personal Services & Repair 226 1664
Private Household 73 91
Auto Repair & Service 133 2091
Misc. Business services 507 9315
Amusement & Recreation 74 4846
Motion Pictures 12 346
Medical 389 11636
Misc. Professional Services 708 11110
Education 53 23604
Non-Profit Organizations 177 3863
Agriculture 104 533
State and Local 54 5224
Federal Civilian 8 933
Subtotal: 5733 169518
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (3): 5 140
Total: 5738 169658  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.041
Furniture -0.005
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.101
Primary Metals -0.015
Fabricated Metals -0.203
Machin & Comput -0.185
Electric Equip -0.516
Motor Vehicles -0.005
Rest Trans Equip -0.077
Instruments -0.086
Misc. Manufact -0.031
Subtotal -1.266
Food -1.943
Tobacco Manuf 0.000
Textiles 0.000
Apparel -0.107
Paper -0.053
Printing -1.351
Chemicals -0.137
Petro Products -0.021
Rubber -0.038
Leather 0.000
Subtotal -3.651
Mining -0.014
Construction -0.773
Railroad -0.019
Trucking -0.182
Local&Interurban -0.022
Air Transportation -0.640
Other Transport -0.231
Communication -2.001
Public Utilities -0.572
Subtotal -3.667
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA5
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Banking -1.159
Insurance -0.863
Credit & Finance -1.102
Real Estate -3.926
Subtotal -7.050
Eating & Drinking -1.002
Rest of Retail -5.429
Subtotal -6.431
Wholesale Trade -2.506
Hotels -0.181
Pers Serv & Rep -0.354
Private Household -0.052
Auto Rep&Serv -0.590
Misc. Bus Serv -2.895
Amusem & Recr -0.557
Motion Pictures -0.042
Medical -1.731
Misc. Prof Serv -2.701
Education -1.449
Non-Profit Org -0.623
Subtotal -11.175
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.159
Total - Private Non-farm -36.691
Government -0.791
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -37.482  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Brandon High School Brandon 1944 201 
McLane Middle Brandon 1455 113 
Limona Elementary Brandon 999 89 
Colson Elementary Seffner 737 76 
Lopez Elementary Seffner 706 121 
Seffner Elementary Seffner 774 92 
Freedom High Tampa  118 
Robinson High School Tampa 1289 131 
Wharton High School Tampa 2674 193 
Benito Middle Tampa 1711 100 
Liberty Middle Tampa  82 
Monroe Middle Tampa 672 77 
Stewart Middle Tampa 618 87 
Anderson Elementary Tampa 462 47 
Chiaramonte Elementary Tampa 417 56 
Chiles Elementary Tampa 870 70 
Clark Elementary Tampa 870 74 
Dunbar Elementary Tampa 427 43 
Essrig Elementary Tampa 1072 97 
Hunters Green Elementary Tampa 843 83 
Lanier Elementary Tampa 538 65 
Morgan Woods Elementary Tampa 657 67 
Pride Elementary Tampa 866 75 
Tampa Bay Boulevard Elementary Tampa 681 99 
Tampa Palms Elementary Tampa 746 78 
Witter Elementary Tampa 912 89 
Nature's Classroom Middle Thonotosassa  15 
Mittye P. Locke Elementary Elfers 861 99 
Anclote Elementary School New Port Richey 610 69 
Sunray Elementary School New Port Richey 763  
Sand Pine Elementary School Wesley Chapel 1039 79 
Chester W. Taylor Elementary Zephyrhills 754 80 
Dunedin Elementary Dunedin 636 62 
Garrison-Jones Elementary Dunedin 755 68 
San Jose Elementary Dunedin 543 68 
Dunedin Highland Middle Dunedin 1218 98 
Dunedin High School Dunedin 2815 121 
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Bauder Elementary Seminole 935 85 
Seminole Middle Seminole 1282 93 
Seminole High School Seminole 2222 138 
Seminole Vocational Education Seminole   
Azalea Elementary St. Petersburg 696 88 
Bear Creek Elementary St. Petersburg 620 55 
Clearview Ave. Elementary St. Petersburg 672 72 
Northwest Elementary St. Petersburg 785 83 
Pasadena Fundamental St. Petersburg 472 35 
Seventy-Fourth St. Elementary St. Petersburg 557 73 
Tyrone Elementary St. Petersburg 617 116 
Westgate Elementary St. Petersburg 697 80 
Azalea Middle St. Petersburg 925 92 
Lealman Intermediate St. Petersburg 338  
Tyrone Middle St. Petersburg 1133 105 
Dixie Hollins High School St. Petersburg 1811 156 
 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
Keller Graduate School of Management (5/100) and University of South Florida (22658/34518) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
H. Lee Moffit Cancer Center (1316), Kindred Hospital – Tampa (n.a.), Mease Dunedin Hospital 
(724), Shriners Hospital for Children (300), and St. Petersburg General Hospital (724) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage OA6 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa6.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  77,324 Area (Km):  312.919 
 
The outage area contains 30 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Palm Harbor, Pinellas Park, Saint Petersburg, and Tampa 
 
Zip Codes: 33511 33527 33565 33584 33592 33594 33602 33603 33604 33605 33606
 33610 33611 33614 33615 33618 33624 33629 33634 33635 33637 33647
 33701 33705 33706 33708 33709 33710 33711 33712 33713 33714 33759
 33761 33763 33772 33773 33777 33781 34677 34683 34684 34685 34695
 34698 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 6,034 establishments where 112,158 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 26.430 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -1.259
Non-Durbls Manuf -2.900
Mining -0.019
Construction -0.713
Trans.&Public Util. -2.419
Fin&Ins&Real Est -4.077
Retail Trade -3.485
Wholesale Trade -2.194
Services -8.400
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.180
Total - Private Non-farm -25.644
Government -0.786
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -26.430
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA6
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 10 establishments with 963 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The 
outage directly impacts these 6,034 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 18 430
Furniture 6 452
Stone, Clay, Etc. 8 43
Primary Metals nd nd
Fabricated Metals 22 347
Machines & Computers 27 163
Electrical Equipment 15 930
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 11 218
Instruments 18 593
Misc. Manufacturing 14 279
Food 172 4820
Tobbaco manufacturing nd nd
Textiles 6 41
Apparel 6 60
Paper 6 155
Printing 42 814
Chemicals 11 270
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 10 433
Leather nd nd
Mining nd nd
Construction 607 5521
Railroad nd nd
Trucking 64 1137
Local & Interurban Transportation 13 115
Air Transportation 7 214
Other Transportation 58 903
Communication 44 760
Public Utilities 7 1007
Banking 80 1913
Insurance 135 1227
Credit & Finance 117 1882
Real State 266 1592
Eating & Drinking 388 8288
Rest of Retail Trade 731 11210
Wholesale Trade 454 3956
Hotels 58 3519
Personal Services & Repair 266 1685
Private Household 69 116
Auto Repair & Service 180 893
Misc. Business services 491 5925
Amusement & Recreation 88 1686
Motion Pictures 23 2731
Medical 483 21989
Misc. Professional Services 564 3040
Education 48 6748
Non-Profit Organizations 191 5746
Agriculture 138 1394
State and Local 57 4729
Federal Civilian 5 1221
Subtotal: 6024 111195
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (7): 10 963
Total: 6034 112158  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.091
Furniture -0.061
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.050
Primary Metals -0.008
Fabricated Metals -0.144
Machin & Comput -0.086
Electric Equip -0.394
Motor Vehicles -0.081
Rest Trans Equip -0.076
Instruments -0.227
Misc. Manufact -0.041
Subtotal -1.259
Food -1.857
Tobacco Manuf -0.149
Textiles -0.007
Apparel -0.015
Paper -0.082
Printing -0.425
Chemicals -0.227
Petro Products -0.001
Rubber -0.109
Leather -0.028
Subtotal -2.900
Mining -0.019
Construction -0.713
Railroad -0.020
Trucking -0.274
Local&Interurban -0.025
Air Transportation -0.093
Other Transport -0.141
Communication -0.791
Public Utilities -1.075
Subtotal -2.419
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA6
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Banking -0.726
Insurance -0.308
Credit & Finance -0.785
Real Estate -2.260
Subtotal -4.078
Eating & Drinking -0.471
Rest of Retail -3.015
Subtotal -3.486
Wholesale Trade -2.194
Hotels -0.326
Pers Serv & Rep -0.280
Private Household -0.039
Auto Rep&Serv -0.321
Misc. Bus Serv -1.837
Amusem & Recr -0.242
Motion Pictures -0.181
Medical -2.935
Misc. Prof Serv -1.142
Education -0.457
Non-Profit Org -0.640
Subtotal -8.401
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.180
Total - Private Non-farm -25.647
Government -0.786
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -26.433  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Burns Middle Brandon 1523 123 
Brooker Elementary Brandon 936 77 
McDonald Elementary Seffner 615 73 
Leto High School Tampa 2164 206 
Middleton High School Tampa  138 
Ferrell Middle Tampa 695 74 
Madison Middle Tampa 1455 79 
Orange Grove Middle Tampa 613 99 
Sligh Middle Tampa 973 114 
Young Middle Tampa 731 79 
Bay Crest Elementary Tampa 844 75 
Bellamy Elementary Tampa 844 90 
Cannella Elementary Tampa 920 80 
Crestwood Elementary Tampa 1092 117 
Dickenson Elementary Tampa 786 78 
Edison Elementary Tampa 430 86 
Foster Elementary Tampa 440 111 
Lockhart Elementary Tampa 549 85 
Lomax Elementary Tampa 213 34 
Roosevelt Elementary Tampa 513 59 
Seminole Elementary Tampa 605 87 
Shore Elementary Tampa 501 57 
Woodbridge Elementary Tampa 879 109 
Erwin Technical Center TCA Tampa  113 
Learey Technical Center TCA Tampa  62 
Folsom Elementary Thonotosassa 436 105 
Thonotasassa Elementary Thonotosassa 452 54 
Bloomingdale High School Valrico 2747 214 
Leila G. Davis Elementary Clearwater 631 56 
Countryside High School Clearwater 2033 155 
Paul B. Stephens Exceptional Center Clearwater 222  
Starkey Elementary Largo 697 68 
Osceola High School Largo 1383 115 
Ozona Elementary Palm Harbor 576 71 
Palm Harbor Elementary Palm Harbor 474 47 
Sutherland Elementary Palm Harbor 730 67 
Palm Harbor Middle Palm Harbor 1422 100 
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Pinellas Park Elementary Pinellas Park 699 81 
Rawlings Elementary Pinellas Park 662 88 
Pinellas Park Middle Pinellas Park 1477 115 
Nina Harris Exceptional Student Pinellas Park 274  
Safety Harbor Elementary Safety Harbor 607 64 
Safety Harbor Middle Safety Harbor 1466 117 
Safety Harbor Secondary School Safety Harbor 90  
Bardmoor Elementary Seminole 640 74 
Orange Grove Elementary Seminole 370 33 
Seminole Elementary Seminole 919 72 
Osceola Middle Seminole 1167 107 
Blanton Elementary St. Petersburg 790 109 
Campbell Park Elementary St. Petersburg 368 62 
Melrose Elementary St. Petersburg 552 64 
Southside Fundamental St. Petersburg 644 50 
Gibbs High School St. Petersburg 2086 169 
St. Petersburg High School St. Petersburg 2351 163 
Norwood Secondary School St. Petersburg 136  
Pinellas Technical Education Center St. Petersburg   
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
Hillsborough Community College (1446/20123) and St. Petersburg College (3800/20403) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
All Children’s Hospital (2052), Bayfront Medical Center (1958), Bay Pines VA Medical Center 
(2049), Mease Countryside Hospital (759), Northside Hospital & Heart Institute (650), Tampa 
General Hospital (2113), and Town & Country Hospital (400) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage OA7 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  oa7.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  113,709.3 Area (Km):  460.167 
 
The outage area contains 30 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: New Port Richey, Plant City, Saint Petersburg, Tampa, and Temple Terrace  
 
Zip Codes: 33510 33511 33527 33547 33549 33556 33567 33569 33594 33604 33605
 33610 33612 33613 33615 33617 33618 33619 33624 33625 33626 33635
 33637 33647 33705 33711 33712 33770 33771 33772 33773 33774 33776
 33778 33785 34639 34652 34653 34654 34655 34668 34689 34690 
 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 5,509 establishments where 99,517 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $ 29.279 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -1.539
Non-Durbls Manuf -3.050
Mining -0.064
Construction -0.794
Trans.&Public Util. -6.141
Fin&Ins&Real Est -3.491
Retail Trade -4.134
Wholesale Trade -3.359
Services -5.674
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.245
Total - Private Non-farm -28.491
Government -0.788
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -29.279
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA7
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are 9 establishments with 198 employees that cannot be disclosed.  The outage 
directly impacts these 5,509 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 9 691
Furniture 12 336
Stone, Clay, Etc. 15 1470
Primary Metals nd nd
Fabricated Metals 20 719
Machines & Computers 35 455
Electrical Equipment 10 446
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 6 552
Instruments 5 310
Misc. Manufacturing 7 49
Food 146 6599
Tobbaco manufacturing 0 0
Textiles 0 0
Apparel 7 33
Paper nd nd
Printing 42 328
Chemicals 5 201
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 6 25
Leather 0 0
Mining nd nd
Construction 595 6108
Railroad 0 0
Trucking 74 1926
Local & Interurban Transportation 7 601
Air Transportation 7 132
Other Transportation 49 286
Communication 45 1208
Public Utilities 16 5835
Banking 79 648
Insurance 121 889
Credit & Finance 110 1813
Real State 238 1438
Eating & Drinking 284 8001
Rest of Retail Trade 692 16117
Wholesale Trade 578 7633
Hotels 34 877
Personal Services & Repair 221 1500
Private Household 54 68
Auto Repair & Service 156 816
Misc. Business services 500 6862
Amusement & Recreation 82 1457
Motion Pictures 17 2116
Medical 308 5190
Misc. Professional Services 533 3594
Education 42 1448
Non-Profit Organizations 125 1477
Agriculture 153 1951
State and Local 55 7114
Federal Civilian nd nd
Subtotal: 5500 99319
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (6): 9 198
Total: 5509 99517  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.139
Furniture -0.046
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.375
Primary Metals -0.007
Fabricated Metals -0.238
Machin & Comput -0.215
Electric Equip -0.196
Motor Vehicles -0.002
Rest Trans Equip -0.205
Instruments -0.106
Misc. Manufact -0.011
Subtotal -1.539
Food -2.397
Tobacco Manuf 0.000
Textiles 0.000
Apparel -0.012
Paper -0.077
Printing -0.344
Chemicals -0.176
Petro Products -0.016
Rubber -0.027
Leather 0.000
Subtotal -3.050
Mining -0.064
Construction -0.794
Railroad -0.041
Trucking -0.454
Local&Interurban -0.056
Air Transportation -0.090
Other Transport -0.073
Communication -0.994
Public Utilities -4.430
Subtotal -6.139
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: OA7
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Banking -0.534
Insurance -0.273
Credit & Finance -0.693
Real Estate -1.992
Subtotal -3.492
Eating & Drinking -0.459
Rest of Retail -3.674
Subtotal -4.133
Wholesale Trade -3.359
Hotels -0.100
Pers Serv & Rep -0.266
Private Household -0.035
Auto Rep&Serv -0.323
Misc. Bus Serv -1.954
Amusem & Recr -0.218
Motion Pictures -0.142
Medical -0.838
Misc. Prof Serv -1.299
Education -0.158
Non-Profit Org -0.342
Subtotal -5.676
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.245
Total - Private Non-farm -28.491
Government -0.788
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -29.278  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Mintz Elementary Brandon 883 83 
Pinecrest Elementary Lithia 709 76 
Maniscalco Elementary Lutz 778 85 
Durant High School Plant City 2415 210 
Turkey Creek Middle Plant City 1273 132 
Robinson Elementary Plant City 750 102 
Boyette Springs Elementary Riverview 972 78 
Lutz Elementary SE Lutz 634 90 
Alonso High School Tampa 1426 163 
Adams Middle Tampa 1270 114 
Buchanan Middle Tampa 1223 93 
Davidsen Middle Tampa 1459 112 
Dowdell Middle Tampa 927 100 
Hill Middle Tampa 957 112 
Clair Mel Elementary Tampa 841 85 
Forest Hills Elementary Tampa 438 96 
Miles Elementary Tampa 587 62 
Mort Elementary Tampa 971 99 
Palm River Elementary Tampa 573 77 
Westchase Elementary Tampa 1468 108 
Riverhills Elementary Temple Terrace 509 68 
Alafia Elementary Valrico 1245 63 
Buckhorn Elementary Valrico 944 76 
Cimino Elementary Valrico  73 
Lithia Springs Elementary Valrico 886 64 
Valrico Elementary Valrico 980 111 
Calusa Elementary School New Port Richey 781 75 
Cypress Elementary School New Port Richey 703 69 
Richley Elementary School New Port Richey 648 100 
Seven Springs Elementary School New Port Richey 731 118 
Trinity Elementary School New Port Richey 672  
Seven Springs Middle School New Port Richey 1634 142 
F. K. Marchman Technical Center New Port Richey 1875  
J.W. Mitchell High School New Port Richey 1656  
Ridgewood High School New Port Richey 1746 137 
Chasco Elementary School Port Richey 823  
Chasco Middle School Port Richey 841  
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Anona Elementary Largo 429 34 
Fuguitt Elementary Largo 735 67 
Oakhurst Elementary Largo 737 58 
Ridgecrest Elementary Largo 784 62 
Southern Oak Elementary Largo 637 70 
Walsingham Elementary Largo 737 101 
Bay Vista Fundamental St. Petersburg 542 42 
Gulfport Elementary St. Petersburg 305 50 
Lakeview Fundamental St. Petersburg 292 22 
Maximo Elementary St. Petersburg 651 79 
Perkins Elementary St. Petersburg 531 76 
Bay Point Middle St. Petersburg 1407 110 
Lakewood High School St. Petersburg 1682 123 
Lakewood Community St. Petersburg   
Bay Point Elementary St. Petersburg 596 60 
 
Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
Eckerd College (465/1462), Pasco-Hernando Community College (319/5987), and Trinity 
College of Florida (25/141) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
Sun Coast Hospital (430) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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Results of Test Outage SANEW 
 
This document reports the results of the economic impact of a business interruption due to a 
simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name:  sanew.shp Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  753,465.1 Area (Km): 3,049.182  
 
The outage area contains 226 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Dunedin, Largo, New Port Richey, Saint Petersburg, Seminole, 
Tampa, Tarpon Spring, Temple Terrace, Wesley Chapel, and Zephyrhills 
 
Zip Codes: 33510 33511 33525 33527 33534 33540 33541 33543 33544 33547 33549
 33556 33565 33567 33569 33570 33572 33573 33576 33584 33592 33594
 33598 33602 33603 33604 33605 33606 33607 33609 33610 33611 33612
 33613 33614 33615 33616 33617 33618 33619 33620 33621 33624 33625
 33626 33629 33634 33635 33637 33647 33701 33702 33703 33704 33705
 33706 33707 33708 33709 33710 33711 33712 33713 33714 33716 33755
 33756 33759 33760 33761 33762 33763 33764 33765 33767 33770 33771
 33772 33773 33774 33776 33777 33778 33781 33782 33785 34202 34205
 34208 34209 34219 34221 34222 34639 34652 34653 34654 34655 34668
 34677 34683 34684 34685 34689 34690 34691 34695 34698 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 41,232 establishments where 961,351 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $233.967* million, 
based on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 
describes the loss by divisions of the economy. 
 
 
                                                 
* This estimate reflects modifications made to REMITM Pinellas county baseline to avoid potential double-counting 
that occurs when ripple effects simultaneously reduce employment in sectors that are catastrophically impacted by 
the outage.   This modification prevents reducing employment by more people than are actually employed in the 
affected sector. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -14.748
Non-Durbls Manuf -19.852
Mining -0.292
Construction -5.870
Trans.&Public Util. -29.702
Fin&Ins&Real Est -38.911
Retail Trade -31.148
Wholesale Trade -23.545
Services -62.730
Agri&For&Fish Serv -1.432
Total - Private Non-farm -228.229
Government -5.737
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -233.967
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: SANEW
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are fewer than 4 establishments with fewer than 10 employees that cannot be 
disclosed.  The outage directly impacts these 41,232 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 88 3207
Furniture 54 1526
Stone, Clay, Etc. 81 3814
Primary Metals 24 859
Fabricated Metals 173 5703
Machines & Computers 252 4738
Electrical Equipment 124 10054
Motor Vehicles 19 773
Rest Transportation Equipment 73 3029
Instruments 89 10777
Misc. Manufacturing 78 1776
Food 1031 33018
Tobbaco manufacturing 6 1407
Textiles 11 133
Apparel 68 1899
Paper 31 1691
Printing 353 15368
Chemicals 74 3928
Petroleum Products 11 360
Rubber 73 2000
Leather 4 223
Mining 8 127
Construction 3848 45689
Railroad nd nd
Trucking 506 9590
Local & Interurban Transportation 62 1675
Air Transportation 83 4959
Other Transportation 347 4868
Communication 351 26261
Public Utilities 76 13056
Banking 588 17943
Insurance 1054 26982
Credit & Finance 924 28458
Real State 1795 13891
Eating & Drinking 2258 69610
Rest of Retail Trade 4699 116245
Wholesale Trade 3504 54098
Hotels 288 14737
Personal Services & Repair 1555 11727
Private Household 463 663
Auto Repair & Service 1076 9393
Misc. Business services 3661 71383
Amusement & Recreation 569 17182
Motion Pictures 132 7209
Medical 3283 114476
Misc. Professional Services 4449 47473
Education 333 40379
Non-Profit Organizations 1212 30460
Agriculture 1015 15879
State and Local 339 37026
Federal Civilian 36 3628
Subtotal: 41231 961350
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (1): nd nd
Total: nd nd  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.619
Furniture -0.219
Stone,Clay,Etc. -1.250
Primary Metals -0.213
Fabricated Metals -1.492
Machin & Comput -2.161
Electric Equip -4.184
Motor Vehicles -0.105
Rest Trans Equip -1.072
Instruments -3.163
Misc. Manufact -0.272
Subtotal -14.750
Food -8.293
Tobacco Manuf -1.789
Textiles -0.019
Apparel -0.258
Paper -0.826
Printing -5.038
Chemicals -2.794
Petro Products -0.145
Rubber -0.605
Leather -0.087
Subtotal -19.852
Mining -0.292
Construction -5.870
Railroad -0.248
Trucking -2.339
Local&Interurban -0.266
Air Transportation -1.318
Other Transport -0.849
Communication -14.714
Public Utilities -9.969
Subtotal -29.702
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: SANEW
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Banking -6.289
Insurance -4.405
Credit & Finance -8.620
Real Estate -19.610
Subtotal -38.924
Eating & Drinking -3.797
Rest of Retail -27.351
Subtotal -31.148
Wholesale Trade -23.545
Hotels -1.463
Pers Serv & Rep -2.102
Private Household -0.279
Auto Rep&Serv -2.938
Misc. Bus Serv -17.748
Amusem & Recr -2.243
Motion Pictures -0.541
Medical -15.684
Misc. Prof Serv -13.211
Education -2.599
Non-Profit Org -3.935
Subtotal -62.743
Agri&For&Fish Serv -1.432
Total - Private Non-farm -228.257
Government -5.737
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -233.994  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment): 
 
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Apollo Beach Elementary Apollo Beach 732 77 
Brandon High School Brandon 1944 201 
Burns Middle Brandon 1523 123 
Mann Middle Brandon 1101 119 
McLane Middle Brandon 1455 113 
Brooker Elementary Brandon 936 77 
Kingswood Elementary Brandon 748 64 
Limona Elementary Brandon 999 89 
Mintz Elementary Brandon 883 83 
Yates Elementary Brandon 828 84 
Dover Elementary Dover 856 142 
East Bay High School Gibsonton 2114 200 
Eisenhower Middle Gibsonton 1597 175 
Gibsonton Elementary Gibsonton 442 94 
Pinecrest Elementary Lithia 709 76 
Maniscalco Elementary Lutz 778 85 
McKitrick Elementary Lutz 782 68 
Schwarzkopf Elementary Lutz 777 61 
Tinker Elementary MacDill AFB 579 56 
Cypress Creek Elementary NE Ruskin 928 122 
Walker  Middle Odessa 1612 95 
Durant High School Plant City 2415 210 
Turkey Creek Middle Plant City 1273 132 
Cork Elementary Plant City 801 81 
Robinson Elementary Plant City 750 102 
Walden Lake Elementary Plant City 987 78 
Riverview-High School Riverview 2781 216 
Rodgers Middle Riverview 1480 126 
Boyette Springs Elementary Riverview 972 78 
Ippolito Elementary Riverview  60 
Riverview Elementary Riverview 753 68 
Summerfield Elementary Riverview 1077 104 
Symmes Elementary Riverview 1117 69 
Lutz Elementary SE Lutz 634 90 
Armwood High School Seffner 1740 168 
Burnett Middle Seffner 1354 125 
Colson Elementary Seffner 737 76 
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Lopez Elementary Seffner 706 121 
Mango Elementary Seffner 847 76 
McDonald Elementary Seffner 615 73 
Seffner Elementary Seffner 774 92 
Bing Elementary South Tampa 842 90 
Alonso High School Tampa 1426 163 
Blake High School Tampa 1715 200 
Chamberlain High School Tampa 2252 206 
Freedom High Tampa  118 
Gaither High School Tampa 2819 205 
Jefferson High School Tampa 1614 123 
King High School Tampa 2215 218 
Leto High School Tampa 2164 206 
Middleton High School Tampa  138 
Plant City High School Tampa 2398 160 
Robinson High School Tampa 1289 131 
Sickles High School Tampa 2166 173 
Tampa Bay Technical High School Tampa 1743 129 
Wharton High School Tampa 2674 193 
Adams Middle Tampa 1270 114 
Benito Middle Tampa 1711 100 
Buchanan Middle Tampa 1223 93 
Coleman Middle Tampa 921 91 
Davidsen Middle Tampa 1459 112 
Dowdell Middle Tampa 927 100 
Farnell Middle Tampa  74 
Ferrell Middle Tampa 695 74 
Hill Middle Tampa 957 112 
Liberty Middle Tampa  82 
Madison Middle Tampa 1455 79 
Memorial Middle Tampa 1091 125 
Monroe Middle Tampa 672 77 
Orange Grove Middle Tampa 613 99 
Pierce Middle Tampa 1105 115 
Progress Village Middle Tampa 752 86 
Roland Park Elementary, Middle Tampa 918 103 
Sligh Middle Tampa 973 114 
Stewart Middle Tampa 618 87 
Van Buren Middle Tampa 878 97 
Washington, BT Middle Tampa 633 66 
Webb Middle Tampa 950 96 
Williams Middle Tampa 748 98 
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Wilson Middle Tampa 628 63 
Young Middle Tampa 731 79 
Alexander Elementary Tampa 757 87 
Anderson Elementary Tampa 462 47 
Ballast Point Elementary Tampa 452 51 
Bay Crest Elementary Tampa 844 75 
Bellamy Elementary Tampa 844 90 
Bryant Elementary Tampa  62 
Cahoon Elementary Tampa 665 70 
Cannella Elementary Tampa 920 80 
Carrollwood Elementary Tampa 768 77 
Chiaramonte Elementary Tampa 417 56 
Chiles Elementary Tampa 870 70 
Citrus Park Elementary Tampa 897 83 
Clair Mel Elementary Tampa 841 85 
Clark Elementary Tampa 870 74 
Claywell Elementary Tampa 1056 98 
Crestwood Elementary Tampa 1092 117 
DeSoto Elementary Tampa 346 45 
Dickenson Elementary Tampa 786 78 
Dunbar Elementary Tampa 427 43 
Edison Elementary Tampa 430 86 
Essrig Elementary Tampa 1072 97 
Forest Hills Elementary Tampa 438 96 
Foster Elementary Tampa 440 111 
Gorrie Elementary Tampa 523 51 
Grady Elementary Tampa 475 76 
Graham Elementary Tampa 351 47 
Hunters Green Elementary Tampa 843 83 
Kenly Elementary Tampa 643 68 
Lake Magdalene Elementary Tampa 956 86 
Lanier Elementary Tampa 538 65 
Lee Elementary Tampa 475 58 
Lockhart Elementary Tampa 549 85 
Lomax Elementary Tampa 213 34 
Mabry Elementary Tampa 723 61 
Mendenhall Elementary Tampa 725 87 
Miles Elementary Tampa 587 62 
Mitchell Elementary Tampa 510 56 
Morgan Woods Elementary Tampa 657 67 
Mort Elementary Tampa 971 99 
Northwest Elementary Tampa 826 66 
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Palm River Elementary Tampa 573 77 
Pizzo Elementary Tampa 841 102 
Pride Elementary Tampa 866 75 
Roland Park Elementary, Middle Tampa  103 
Roosevelt Elementary Tampa 513 59 
Seminole Elementary Tampa 605 87 
Shaw Elementary Tampa 840 99 
Shore Elementary Tampa 501 57 
Sulphur Springs Elementary Tampa 954 109 
Tampa Bay Boulevard Elementary Tampa 681 99 
Tampa Downtown Partnership 
Elementary 
Tampa 176 15 
Tampa Palms Elementary Tampa 746 78 
Town & Country Elementary Tampa 541 72 
Twin Lakes Elementary Tampa 955 94 
West Shore Elementary Tampa 429 54 
West Tampa Elementary Tampa 708 93 
Westchase Elementary Tampa 1468 108 
Witter Elementary Tampa 912 89 
Woodbridge Elementary Tampa 879 109 
Brewster Technical/Adult TCA Tampa  70 
Erwin Technical Center TCA Tampa  113 
Gary Adult High School TCA Tampa  31 
Learey Technical Center TCA Tampa  62 
Greco Middle Temple Terrace 1360 120 
Lewis Elementary Temple Terrace 834 70 
Riverhills Elementary Temple Terrace 509 68 
Temple Terrace Elementary Temple Terrace 791 79 
Nature's Classroom Middle Thonotosassa  15 
Folsom Elementary Thonotosassa 436 105 
Thonotasassa Elementary Thonotosassa 452 54 
Bloomingdale High School Valrico 2747 214 
Alafia Elementary Valrico 1245 63 
Buckhorn Elementary Valrico 944 76 
Cimino Elementary Valrico  73 
Lithia Springs Elementary Valrico 886 64 
Valrico Elementary Valrico 980 111 
Wimauma Elementary Wimauma 616 86 
Manatee Elementary Bradenton 478 69 
Blackburn Elementary Palmetto 795 88 
Palm View Elementary Palmetto 584 81 
Palmetto Elementary Palmetto 862 95 
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Tillman Elementary Palmetto   
Lincoln Middle Palmetto 949 90 
Palmetto High Palmetto 1392 120 
Manatee School for Arts Palmetto   
Mittye P. Locke Elementary School Elfers 861 99 
Gulfside Elementary School Holiday 513 62 
Lake Myrtle Elementary School Land O' Lakes 1045 105 
Sanders Memorial Elementary Land O' Lakes 749 77 
Pine View Middle School Land O' Lakes 1430 122 
Land O'Lakes High School Land O' Lakes 1816 163 
Denham Oaks Elementary School Lutz 1017 101 
Anclote Elementary School New Port Richey 610 69 
Calusa Elementary School New Port Richey 781 75 
Cotee River Elementary School New Port Richey 826 106 
Cypress Elementary School New Port Richey 703 69 
Deer Park Elementary School New Port Richey 910 96 
James M. Marlowe Elementary School New Port Richey 736 70 
Richley Elementary School New Port Richey 648 100 
Seven Springs Elementary School New Port Richey 731 118 
Sunray Elementary School New Port Richey 763  
Trinity Elementary School New Port Richey 672  
Gulf Middle School New Port Richey 1006 93 
Seven Springs Middle School New Port Richey 1634 142 
Gulf High School New Port Richey 1408 141 
F. K. Marchman Technical Cente New Port Richey 1875  
J.W. Mitchell High School New Port Richey 1656  
Ridgewood High School New Port Richey 1746 137 
Harry Schwettman Education Center New Port Richey 185  
Chasco Elementary School Port Richey 823  
Chasco Middle School Port Richey 841  
Quail Hollow Elementary School Wesley Chapel 713 62 
Sand Pine Elementary School Wesley Chapel 1039 79 
Wesley Chapel Elementary Schoo Wesley Chapel   
Thomas E. Weightman Middle School Wesley Chapel 1229 116 
Wesley Chapel High School Wesley Chapel 1379 110 
Chester W. Taylor Elementary Zephyrhills 754 80 
West Zephyrhills Elementary Zephyrhills 921 92 
Woodland Elementary School Zephyrhills 997 109 
Raymond B. Stewart Middle School Zephyrhills 940 102 
Zephyrhills High School Zephyrhills 1310 123 
Belleair Elementary Clearwater 420 51 
Curtis Fundamental Clearwater 435 29 
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Frontier Elementary Clearwater 802 80 
High Point Elementary Clearwater 641 52 
Kings Highway Elementary Clearwater 549 55 
Leila G. Davis Elementary Clearwater 631 56 
McMullen Booth Elementary Clearwater 675 81 
North Ward Elementary Clearwater 287 31 
Plumb Elementary Clearwater 807 82 
Ponce de Leon Elementary Clearwater 624 74 
Sandy Lane Elementary Clearwater 837 79 
Skycrest Elementary Clearwater 872 82 
South Ward Elementary Clearwater 337 28 
Clearwater Intermediate Clearwater 270  
Kennedy Middle Clearwater 1171 98 
Clearwater High School Clearwater 2177 136 
Countryside High School Clearwater 2033 155 
Calvin Hunsinger School Clearwater 171  
Paul B. Stephens Exceptional Center Clearwater 222  
Clearwater Adult Education Center Clearwater   
Pinellas Technical Education Center Clearwater   
Dunedin Elementary Dunedin 636 62 
Garrison-Jones Elementary Dunedin 755 68 
San Jose Elementary Dunedin 543 68 
Dunedin Highland Middle Dunedin 1218 98 
Dunedin High School Dunedin 2815 121 
Boca Ciega High School Gulfport 2065 151 
Hamilton Disston School Gulfport 166  
Anona Elementary Largo 429 34 
Fuguitt Elementary Largo 735 67 
Largo Central Elementary Largo 374 42 
Mildred Helms Elementary Largo 649 59 
Oakhurst Elementary Largo 737 58 
Ridgecrest Elementary Largo 784 62 
Southern Oak Elementary Largo 637 70 
Starkey Elementary Largo 697 68 
Walsingham Elementary Largo 737 101 
Fitzgerald Middle Largo 1215 108 
Largo Middle Largo 1516  
Largo High School Largo 1964 147 
Osceola High School Largo 1383 115 
Pinellas Park High School Largo 2272 183 
Forest Lake Elementary Oldsmar 861 72 
Oldsmar Elementary Oldsmar 715 67 
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Curlew Creek Elementary Palm Harbor 747 69 
Cypress Woods Elementary Palm Harbor 762 74 
Highland Lakes Elementary Palm Harbor 669 64 
Lake St. George Elementary Palm Harbor 693 60 
Ozona Elementary Palm Harbor 576 71 
Palm Harbor Elementary Palm Harbor 474 47 
Sutherland Elementary Palm Harbor 730 67 
Carwise Middle Palm Harbor  110 
Palm Harbor Middle Palm Harbor 1422 100 
Palm Harbor University High Palm Harbor 2321 161 
Cross Bayou Elementary Pinellas Park 660 96 
Pinellas Central Elementary Pinellas Park 823 99 
Pinellas Park Elementary Pinellas Park 699 81 
Rawlings Elementary Pinellas Park 662 88 
Skyview Elementary Pinellas Park 708 75 
Pinellas Park Middle Pinellas Park 1477 115 
Nina Harris Exceptional Student Pinellas Park 274  
Richard L. Sanders School Pinellas Park 196  
Safety Harbor Elementary Safety Harbor 607 64 
Safety Harbor Middle Safety Harbor 1466 117 
Safety Harbor Secondary School Safety Harbor 90  
Bardmoor Elementary Seminole 640 74 
Bauder Elementary Seminole 935 85 
Orange Grove Elementary Seminole 370 33 
Seminole Elementary Seminole 919 72 
Osceola Middle Seminole 1167 107 
Seminole Middle Seminole 1282 93 
Seminole High School Seminole 2222 138 
Seminole Vocational Education Seminole   
Azalea Elementary St. Petersburg 696 88 
Bay Point Elementary St. Petersburg 596 60 
Bay Vista Fundamental St. Petersburg 542 42 
Bear Creek Elementary St. Petersburg 620 55 
Blanton Elementary St. Petersburg 790 109 
Campbell Park Elementary St. Petersburg 368 62 
Clearview Ave. Elementary St. Petersburg 672 72 
Fairmount Park Elementary St. Petersburg 416 65 
Gulfport Elementary St. Petersburg 305 50 
John M. Sexton Elementary St. Petersburg 906 105 
Lakeview Fundamental St. Petersburg 292 22 
Lealman Ave. Elementary St. Petersburg 649 70 
Lynch Elementary St. Petersburg 730 84 
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Maximo Elementary St. Petersburg 651 79 
Melrose Elementary St. Petersburg 552 64 
Mount Vernon Elementary St. Petersburg 474 62 
North Shore Elementary St. Petersburg 579 56 
Northwest Elementary St. Petersburg 785 83 
Pasadena Fundamental St. Petersburg 472 35 
Perkins Elementary St. Petersburg 531 76 
Rio Vista Elementary St. Petersburg 591 64 
Sawgrass Lake Elementary St. Petersburg 925 79 
Seventy-Fourth St. Elementary St. Petersburg 557 73 
Shore Acres Elementary St. Petersburg 694 73 
Tyrone Elementary St. Petersburg 617 116 
Westgate Elementary St. Petersburg 697 80 
Woodlawn Elementary St. Petersburg 713 79 
Azalea Middle St. Petersburg 925 92 
Bay Point Middle St. Petersburg 1407 110 
John Hopkins Middle St. Petersburg 1513 133 
Lealman Intermediate St. Petersburg 338  
Meadowlawn Middle St. Petersburg 1237 97 
Riviera Middle St. Petersburg 1248 92 
Southside Fundamental St. Petersburg 644 50 
Tyrone Middle St. Petersburg 1133 105 
Dixie Hollins High School St. Petersburg 1811 156 
Gibbs High School St. Petersburg 2086 169 
Lakewood High School St. Petersburg 1682 123 
Northeast High School St. Petersburg 2029 149 
St. Petersburg High School St. Petersburg 2351 163 
North Ward Secondary School St. Petersburg 90  
Norwood Secondary School St. Petersburg 136  
Lakewood Community St. Petersburg   
Northeast Community St. Petersburg   
Pinellas Technical Education Center St. Petersburg   
Tomlinson Adult Learning Center St. Petersburg   
Brooker Creek Elementary Tarpon Spring 870 65 
Sunset Hills Elementary Tarpon Spring 622 48 
Tarpon Springs Elementary Tarpon Spring 666 62 
Tarpon Springs Fundamentals Tarpon Spring 290 22 
Tarpon Springs Middle Tarpon Spring 1625 106 
East Lake High School Tarpon Spring 2157 145 
Tarpon Springs High School Tarpon Spring 1736 130 
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Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
Eckerd College (465/1462), Hillsborough Community College (1446/20123), International 
Academy of Design and Technology (168/1359), Keller Graduate School (5/100), National-
Louis University (28/600), Nova Southeastern University (75/820), Pasco-Hernando Community 
College (319/5987), Saint Leo University (275/1849), St. Petersburg College (3800/20403), 
Stetson University College of Law (149/656), Tampa Technical Institute (224/1450), Trinity 
College of Florida (25/141), University of Tampa (1112/2921), University of South Florida 
(22658/34518), University of Phoenix (41/1332) 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
All Children’s Hospital (2052), Bay Pines VA Medical Center (2049), Bayfront Medical Center 
(1958), Brandon Regional Hospital (1060), Community Hospital New Port Richey (1000), East 
Pasco Medical Center (485), Edward White Hospital (350), H. Lee Moffit Cancer Center (1316), 
Helen Ellis Memorial Hospital (725), James A. Haley VA Hospital (2200), Kindred Hospital – 
Central Tampa (255), Kindred Hospital – Tampa (n.a.), Largo Medical Center (619), Mease 
Countryside Hospital (759), Mease Dunedin Hospital (724), Memorial Hospital of Tampa (550), 
Morton Plant Hospital (2448), North Bay Hospital (461), Northside Hospital & Heart Institute 
(650), Shriners Hospital for Children (300), South Bay Hospital (329), St. Anthony’s Hospital 
(1000 ), St. Joseph’s Hospital (3102), St. Petersburg General Hospital (564), Sun Coast Hospital 
(430), Tampa General Hospital (2113), Town & Country Hospital (400), and University 
Community Hospital (2592) 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
MacDill Air Force Base: Retail business establishments, such as gas stations, located on the base 
are included in the analysis but we do not account for military activities that may be affected 
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Results of Test Outage OA – Brookridge Substation 
 
This document reports the results for assessing the economic impact of a business interruption 
due to a simulated electrical outage.  We describe the outage area as follows. 
 
Outage Area Description 
 
Outage Area Name: OA – Brookridge substation Outage Duration:  24 hours 
 
Physical Characteristics 
    
Area (acres):  60,216.23 Area (Km):  243.688 
 
The outage area contains 13 non-contiguous areas and encompasses all or part of the following: 
 
Counties: Hernando, Pasco, and Pinellas 
 
Major Cities: Clearwater, Largo, New Port Richey, Safety Harbor, and Saint Petersburg 
 
Zip Codes: 33701 33702 33703 33704 33705 33706 33708 33709 33710 33712 33713
 33714 33755 33756 33759 33761 33764 33765 33767 33770 33771 33772
 33773 33774 33776 33777 33778 33781 33782 33785 34606 34607 34613
 34614 34654 34667 34668 34669 34683 34684 34689 34695 
 
 
Economic Impact: 
 
The outage area contains 4,990 establishments where 115,963 workers are employed.  We 
estimate the lost production in Tampa Bay due to a 24 hour outage to be $26.664 million, based 
on a proportional distribution of annual output scaled by man-hours of output. Table 1 describes 
the loss by divisions of the economy. 
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Value-added
Division of Economy per day (Mil. $01)
Durables Manuf -1.338
Non-Durbls Manuf -2.230
Mining -0.009
Construction -0.761
Trans.&Public Util. -1.976
Fin&Ins&Real Est -3.894
Retail Trade -6.922
Wholesale Trade -2.276
Services -6.805
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.065
Total - Private Non-farm -26.277
Government -0.387
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -26.664
Table 1
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: Brookridge
 
 
Here is a map giving the general location of the outage area within Tampa Bay. 
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Table 2 provides a breakout of establishments and employees by major industry group.  The 
abbreviation “nd” means not disclosable due to the State’s confidentiality restriction.  However, 
we note that there are fewer than 7 establishments with fewer than 201 employees that cannot be 
disclosed.  The outage directly impacts these 4,990 establishments and their employees. 
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Table 2 
Major Industry Group # Firms # Employees
Lumber 7 64
Furniture 8 27
Stone, Clay, Etc. 6 35
Primary Metals nd nd
Fabricated Metals 22 519
Machines & Computers 30 289
Electrical Equipment 15 508
Motor Vehicles nd nd
Rest Transportation Equipment 8 766
Instruments 14 1334
Misc. Manufacturing 11 231
Food 127 4082
Tobbaco manufacturing nd nd
Textiles nd nd
Apparel 12 67
Paper nd nd
Printing 25 923
Chemicals 9 146
Petroleum Products nd nd
Rubber 11 140
Leather nd nd
Mining nd nd
Construction 490 6153
Railroad nd nd
Trucking 55 170
Local & Interurban Transportation 7 60
Air Transportation nd nd
Other Transportation 37 134
Communication 26 2341
Public Utilities 7 119
Banking 78 1327
Insurance 110 2059
Credit & Finance 117 894
Real State 255 1901
Eating & Drinking 315 6484
Rest of Retail Trade 604 35627
Wholesale Trade 340 5259
Hotels 63 3619
Personal Services & Repair 217 1699
Private Household 43 72
Auto Repair & Service 134 605
Misc. Business services 426 8163
Amusement & Recreation 80 1225
Motion Pictures 27 1306
Medical 450 14283
Misc. Professional Services 461 3225
Education 32 2039
Non-Profit Organizations 164 3545
Agriculture 92 564
State and Local 42 3282
Federal Civilian 6 476
Subtotal: 4983 115762
Total for Non-disclosable Groups (10): 7 201
Total: 4990 115963  
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As mentioned above, our estimate of lost production in Tampa Bay due to the outage is based on 
a proportional distribution of annual output scaled for one man-hour’s output. Table 3 offers 
more detail by showing the loss by major industry group. 
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Value-added
Major Industry Group per day (Mil. $01)
Lumber -0.038
Furniture -0.006
Stone,Clay,Etc. -0.040
Primary Metals -0.022
Fabricated Metals -0.127
Machin & Comput -0.137
Electric Equip -0.232
Motor Vehicles -0.006
Rest Trans Equip -0.271
Instruments -0.424
Misc. Manufact -0.035
Subtotal -1.338
Food -1.570
Tobacco Manuf 0.000
Textiles 0.000
Apparel -0.014
Paper -0.035
Printing -0.437
Chemicals -0.121
Petro Products -0.006
Rubber -0.046
Leather 0.000
Subtotal -2.230
Mining -0.009
Construction -0.761
Railroad -0.009
Trucking -0.096
Local&Interurban -0.026
Air Transportation -0.032
Other Transport -0.031
Communication -1.373
Public Utilities -0.409
Subtotal -1.976
Table 3
Tampa Bay - Lost Production due to Outage
Outage Area Name: Brookridge
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Banking -0.592
Insurance -0.370
Credit & Finance -0.608
Real Estate -2.325
Subtotal -3.895
Eating & Drinking -0.375
Rest of Retail -6.547
Subtotal -6.922
Wholesale Trade -2.276
Hotels -0.334
Pers Serv & Rep -0.272
Private Household -0.036
Auto Rep&Serv -0.264
Misc. Bus Serv -1.994
Amusem & Recr -0.196
Motion Pictures -0.084
Medical -1.975
Misc. Prof Serv -0.989
Education -0.186
Non-Profit Org -0.476
Subtotal -6.804
Agri&For&Fish Serv -0.065
Total - Private Non-farm -26.277
Government -0.387
Farm 0.000
Total Value-added Lost -26.664  
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Specified features of interest within the outage area: 
 
Schools (employees/enrollment):  
Name City Enrollment Employment 
Hudson Elementary School Hudson 897 99 
Bayonet Point Middle School New Port Richey 947 127 
Schrader Elementary School New Port Richey 674 82 
Fox Hollow Elementary School Port Richey 983 102 
Calvin Hunsinger School Clearwater 171  
Clearwater Intermediate Clearwater 270  
Curtis Fundamental Clearwater 435 29 
Kennedy Middle Clearwater 1171 98 
Kings Highway Elementary Clearwater 549 55 
Leila G. Davis Elementary Clearwater 631 56 
North Ward Elementary Clearwater 287 31 
Sandy Lane Elementary Clearwater 837 79 
Skycrest Elementary Clearwater 872 82 
South Ward Elementary Clearwater 337 28 
Fitzgerald Middle Largo 1215 108 
Largo Central Elementary Largo 374 42 
Largo Middle Largo 1516  
Pinellas Park High School Largo 2272 183 
Palm Harbor University High Palm Harbor 2321 161 
Cross Bayou Elementary Pinellas Park 660 96 
Pinellas Central Elementary Pinellas Park 823 99 
Skyview Elementary Pinellas Park 708 75 
Safety Harbor Elementary Safety Harbor 607 64 
Safety Harbor Middle Safety Harbor 1466 117 
Safety Harbor Secondary School Safety Harbor 90  
Bauder Elementary Seminole 935 85 
Seminole High School Seminole 2222 138 
Seminole Middle Seminole 1282 93 
Seminole Vocational Education Seminole   
Azalea Elementary St. Petersburg 696 88 
Azalea Middle St. Petersburg 925 92 
John Hopkins Middle St. Petersburg 1513 133 
North Shore Elementary St. Petersburg 579 56 
Northwest Elementary St. Petersburg 785 83 
Riviera Middle St. Petersburg 1248 92 
Seventy-Fourth St. Elementary St. Petersburg 557 73 
Shore Acres Elementary St. Petersburg 694 73 
St. Petersburg High School St. Petersburg 2351 163 
Tomlinson Adult Learning Cente St. Petersburg   
Tyrone Elementary St. Petersburg 617 116 
Tyrone Middle St. Petersburg 1133 105 
Woodlawn Elementary St. Petersburg 713 79 
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Colleges and Universities (employment/enrollment): 
 
none 
 
 
Hospitals (employment): 
 
Edward White Hospital (350), Mease Countryside Hospital (759), Morton Plant Hospital (2448), 
Regional Medical Center – Bayonet Point (1050), and St. Anthony’s Hospital (1000) 
 
 
Misc. Installations: 
 
none 
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APPENDIX C.  NATURAL GAS USAGE BY SIC 
 
The following table contains the number of establishments for each 4-digit SIC code in the 
TECO Peoples Gas Database and their average consumption of natural gas in December 2001.  
A description of this database is provided in the Data section of this report. 
 
Establishments classified by SIC code 0 in the table may actually be non-classified 
establishments.   There is also uncertainty regarding the establishments listed by 3-digit codes in 
the table, which may be either 3-digit SIC codes or 4-digit SIC codes of the format 0###.  TECO 
Peoples Gas was unable to verify the appropriate interpretation of these establishments. 
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SIC Establishments Avg Usage SIC Establishments Avg Usage SIC Establishments Avg Usage
629 6701.31 2353 1 1323.00 3429 2 4411.00
0 403 13983.71 2396 2 540.00 3433 1 4560.00
161 1 27876.00 2411 1 9651.00 3443 2 141604.50
179 2 10189.50 2434 1 220.00 3444 3 3584.33
181 1 682.00 2441 1 483.00 3462 1 10847.00
492 1 1920.00 2451 12 6397.92 3463 1 36904.00
500 1 4269.00 2511 1 4416.00 3469 1 1374.00
581 1 703.00 2512 1 608.00 3471 3 29796.33
600 2 456.00 2515 1 48925.00 3479 3 108847.00
651 1 19511.00 2522 1 18368.00 3489 2 27752.00
701 1 64291.00 2541 1 16704.00 3492 1 105.00
721 3 24085.33 2599 2 40825.00 3494 1 2507.00
723 3 39198.33 2653 5 227947.80 3499 3 6897.67
742 3 22071.00 2671 1 261138.00 3511 1 1175.00
752 5 5792.60 2677 1 33369.00 3523 1 35002.00
805 1 8990.00 2711 7 18332.43 3531 2 45297.00
821 1 1637.00 2731 1 554491.00 3537 2 26980.50
921 1 1836.00 2752 2 388.00 3541 2 2785.50
1311 1 315.00 2759 4 14246.75 3545 2 104050.50
1475 1 86301.00 2819 1 3178.00 3559 1 252.00
1521 5 6718.20 2821 3 426531.00 3563 1 4011.00
1531 2 10752.50 2822 2 46691.00 3567 1 514.00
1541 2 225178.50 2834 6 137859.50 3569 3 36660.00
1542 4 3752.75 2841 1 939694.00 3575 1 220.00
1611 4 151449.00 2851 1 3491.00 3589 1 7605.00
1711 2 194.00 2873 2 1854098.00 3599 2 5462.50
1751 3 44739.67 2899 1 1269.00 3613 1 56347.00
1761 1 94.00 2911 1 540341.00 3621 4 2066.75
1791 1 17413.00 2952 1 925743.00 3625 2 24871.50
1795 1 1216.00 2992 2 27052.50 3633 2 4904.50
1799 10 3495.20 3069 2 196687.50 3645 1 15221.00
2013 2 38409.00 3083 1 68216.00 3648 2 28946.00
2023 1 47184.00 3089 3 4274.67 3651 1 378.00
2026 1 76997.00 3229 2 60974.50 3661 1 1133.00
2032 1 1021411.00 3241 1 499431.00 3678 1 45086.00
2033 1 400349.00 3253 1 623320.00 3692 1 445092.00
2037 2 142757.50 3269 2 1001.50 3714 4 1294.25
2044 2 41766.50 3272 2 225026.00 3715 1 22780.00
2048 1 35939.00 3295 3 83976.00 3724 1 8109.00
2051 7 74803.29 3296 1 111834.00 3732 4 54683.75
2066 1 445.00 3312 1 48813.00 3799 1 3241.00
2082 3 142377.33 3316 1 37995.00 3841 1 220.00
2086 3 196143.00 3324 1 215360.00 3842 1 3105.00
2087 1 51244.00 3334 1 126939.00 3851 6 48398.33
2091 1 95375.00 3341 1 460933.00 3861 2 37683.50
2099 2 278046.50 3365 4 19812.75 3911 1 10.00
2211 1 12242.00 3369 1 11705.00 3944 1 10.00
2253 1 52.00 3398 1 71248.00 3951 1 12585.00
2261 1 25399.00 3411 1 1386047.00 3965 1 587.00
2325 1 556.00 3412 1 12955.00 3999 26 375739.96
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SIC Establishments Avg Usage SIC Establishments Avg Usage SIC Establishments Avg Usage
4111 1 1112.00 5148 1 19303.00 5949 1 934.00
4119 1 2581.00 5149 6 28118.17 5961 2 3271.50
4131 1 965.00 5159 2 22312.50 5993 1 3493.00
4212 1 15704.00 5162 2 1447.50 5999 4 9965.00
4225 2 12320.50 5169 1 575905.00 6021 3 4124.00
4226 1 5470.00 5182 1 147.00 6061 1 21.00
4231 2 13909.50 5191 1 17340.00 6099 2 7563.00
4311 4 6089.50 5193 1 514934.00 6141 1 8885.00
4489 2 2119.00 5199 2 13700.00 6159 1 5675.00
4492 1 141.00 5211 2 2792.50 6162 1 2906.00
4493 2 16967.50 5231 3 13978.33 6211 3 2892.00
4512 1 36642.00 5251 1 1657.00 6282 2 2381.00
4581 2 60401.50 5260 1 347.00 6324 1 5014.00
4724 1 881.00 5261 1 43145.00 6361 1 73.00
4785 1 619.00 5300 12 159.83 6411 2 27179.50
4813 1 21.00 5311 58 5210.97 6500 291 1955.02
4833 1 53226.00 5331 3 5868.33 6512 1 664.00
4899 1 1815.00 5399 1 5465.00 6513 647 12225.68
4911 1 147.00 5400 18 908.00 6514 2 283.00
4924 3 10487.00 5411 199 11604.20 6515 14 7752.71
4925 2 105988182.00 5421 2 1175.00 6531 33 10570.70
4941 1 48946.00 5441 2 2783.00 6552 4 11245.50
4952 1 440593.00 5461 26 28532.35 6553 1 8979.00
4953 2 49441.50 5499 2 4285.00 6732 1 31.00
5012 3 2773.00 5511 42 24369.40 7000 86 2925.09
5013 4 2605.50 5521 2 16799.50 7011 453 14357.77
5014 1 241.00 5531 5 4525.40 7033 6 6364.17
5023 1 149485.00 5541 3 1685.33 7041 1 41290.00
5047 2 335.50 5551 3 126656.00 7211 338 9334.07
5063 5 25802.40 5599 2 520.50 7212 8 6550.75
5065 1 23372.00 5611 1 1196.00 7213 7 196434.14
5074 1 147.00 5621 1 231.00 7215 19 7083.37
5081 1 36547.00 5632 1 189.00 7218 3 193245.00
5082 1 18378.00 5651 1 1269.00 7219 2 17906.50
5083 1 13167.00 5699 7 47129.71 7221 2 6906.00
5084 6 7787841.00 5712 5 18235.60 7231 68 433.25
5085 1 525.00 5713 1 462.00 7241 1 252.00
5088 1 1584.00 5735 1 6567.00 7261 12 13990.50
5091 5 36663.40 5800 184 2999.63 7299 4 13035.50
5092 1 346.00 5811 2 7606.50 7300 1 650.00
5093 2 116920.00 5812 1957 8375.57 7311 1 5035.00
5099 4 11724.25 5813 26 4062.73 7313 1 88756.00
5113 1 310191.00 5900 1 105.00 7319 3 10770.67
5122 2 6219.50 5912 2 7977.50 7331 1 52.00
5136 1 8308.00 5921 1 10941.00 7338 1 14.00
5137 2 10956.50 5932 4 4920.00 7359 3 759.00
5141 1 10.00 5941 1 3595.00 7363 1 84.00
5142 2 12100.50 5944 2 4857.00 7371 2 29665.50
5146 1 43607.00 5945 2 1364.00 7374 2 2864.00
5147 1 26298.00 5947 1 20277.00 7378 1 2150.00
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SIC Establishments Avg Usage SIC Establishments Avg Usage
7382 1 3346.00
7384 1 755.00
7389 6 2259.33
7500 1 2822.00 8351 10 1843.00
7513 5 1251.20 8361 22 8694.09
7519 1 514.00 8399 4 2815.00
7532 36 4084.06 8412 3 35564.00
7537 3 377.67 8422 6 2189.17
7538 10 1607.20 8600 1 525.00
7539 5 18567.20 8611 6 14713.83
7542 8 6523.50 8621 1 2885.00
7549 2 122339.00 8641 25 10255.56
7622 1 4930.00 8661 194 2556.76
7623 1 210.00 8699 6 15103.33
7694 1 2476.00 8721 2 3482.50
7699 1 4710.00 8731 2 1274.50
7832 1 31.00 8732 2 13207.00
7841 1 5297.00 8741 4 2005.00
7911 1 703.00 8742 2 6923.50
7922 2 38089.50 8748 1 9042.00
7929 1 18976.00 8999 2 2259.00
7933 3 2507.00 9111 56 29790.68
7941 4 6062.25 9121 18 9574.22
7991 37 15578.81 9199 1 1227.00
7992 4 6378.25 9211 1 4102.00
7997 28 19741.18 9221 3 132878.67
7999 25 34455.56 9222 5 1162.40
8000 50 15745.92 9223 10 37867.90
8011 94 86307.10 9224 23 644.09
8049 7 11326.71 9311 1 965.00
8051 77 15201.88 9411 3 3975.67
8059 21 10240.10 9431 2 13018.00
8062 13 369783.85 9441 2 10427.50
8063 3 1752.00 9511 4 390859.00
8071 2 5617.00 9512 1 1678.00
8072 3 832.00 9531 10 27891.90
8082 1 20451.00 9621 3 33499.00
8093 1 21903.00 9711 6 162993.50
8099 2 163886.00 9999 59 8457.34
8111 2 3918.00
8200 16 821.13
8211 283 18556.08
8221 14 16270.50
8222 3 72782.00
8231 5 10481.80
8243 1 46890.00
8299 2 1982.50
 
 
